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“I do not touch the you that I think you are, I reach toward the one
you will become”
Erin Manning
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Abstract
In this thesis project I question subjectivity as an individual phenomena, standing on its own and
independent from its surroundings. Through the practice of Contact improvisation (CI) this research
takes as a point of departure the experience of dancers in relation with other dancers (human) and
their environment; the dance space, objects and nature (non-human).
Studies on dance and subjectivity articulate how subjectivity emerges within the dancing as a process
of being in which the self, social interaction and the body are interrelated, to such an extent that
distinctions between them are permeable and always shifting. Dance and other movement arts can
play a pivotal role in revealing the essence of subjectivity as a relational process by giving notice and
importance to the knowledge that the embodied experiences bring. Through touch, physical
proximity, and training of attention to the mechanics of the body, that are essential skills of CI
practice, relational understandings between dancers and their environment are made visible, tangible
and sometimes fragile.
However, physical ways of relating are poorly recognized as everyday ways of interacting in traditional
Western societies, which normalizes the idea of self-contained individual subjects that fail to
potentially develop in physical relational interaction.
This thesis project shows that knowledge on subjectivity can be re-evaluated through the practice of
CI in the way that dancers learn to open up a sense of self that is expansive and inclusive of one
another, supported by the power of observation given to the physical interaction.
I found that the various movement techniques learned in CI are not only used for choreographic ends,
but are moreover ways to create, maintain and end relations between the dancers and their
environment. The results show that the dancers mainly focus on the mechanics of the body, while
their personal identities fade to the background. In this way the dancers relate to each other in a very
tangible and practical way and often engage with their environment (the non-human) in a similar way.
As one moves on a body, so can one move on the floor, in which the body becomes an extension of
the floor. At the same time these physical interactions can induce affectivity that confronts dancers
personally. Observing these confrontations by attending to and with the bodies involved the dancers
may become aware of physical and social acts of relating that constitute a sense of self that is implicit
in a physical as well as social setting. A repetition of such acts reverberates with Butlers theory on
performativity in that a different sort of repetitive acts of relating may re-constitute a different sense
of self.
The results of this thesis moreover demonstrate how social and physical acts of relating that are
particularly practiced in CI invite a sense of self that is emerging from within the interaction. Therefore
this thesis project contributes to the understanding of subjectivity as a relational process and supports
Karen Barad’s intra-action theorization that emphasizes that there is no independent self-contained
existence preceding interaction, but rather emerges through intra-active relating.
I anticipate how this thesis project can be a starting point to re-evaluate subjectivity as individually
self-sustained as well as include the value of embodied research in the social sciences. For example, in
the field of international development studies embodied research is poorly represented, yet the feltsense experience and unnegotiated vulnerabilities between social differences materializes whenever
human bodies come into contact.
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Introduction
When we dance, move and explore we engage with multiple senses and attend to and with
the body. Perhaps an understanding of who we think we are can emerge from improvising
with movement and sensing us in touch and physical proximity. Yet who is we and how does it
make, change, maintain who I am? In this thesis project I have investigated how contact
improvisation dance practice can serve as a tool to develop a relational understanding in
which the ‘Self’ is emerging and becoming with the ‘Other’ (Heil, 2019).

Contact Improvisation
Contact improvisation (CI) is a form of dance that emerged during the 1970s in the US from a
combination of martial arts, acrobatics and playing with gravity. It is an interplay between two
or more dancers that are always sharing a point of contact (physically, but also non-physically)
and share an “implicit understanding of one’s own movement as well as the movements of
the other” (Barrero González, 2019: 97). From a soft touching to a leaning on and giving of
one’s body weight the dancers learn to find momentum together, fall off balance, and engage
with the mechanics of the body in order to handle someone’s weight or lifting each other.
Nowadays the form is practiced internationally in different workshop formats and hybrid
festivals where artists, students, teachers, and nonprofessional dance enthusiasts come
together and create a meeting place where skills and ideas are exchanged (Curtis, 2007). CI is
moreover applied in various forms: socially, therapeutically, politically, and choreographically.
“For some, the politics of the form models a sense of cooperation and communality, while for
others, the form offers fundamental and vital tools as a choreographic device, which is visible
on the global dance stage” (Anderson, 2014: np).

Problem statement & research questions
In this thesis project I investigated the physical and social interactions in CI practice by
exploring how somatic communication – an exploration in touch and physical proximity,
opens up new ways of relating to others and with ones surroundings. Through studying dance
as a case for development studies I contribute to the academic debate on social hierarchical
notions of differences that individualize and subject the body in systemic ways (Little, 2018),
as well as enable knowledge gathering through physical and sensorial ethnographic
methodology.
In the field of international development studies discourses on “generated categories” such
as the racialized, sexualized, naturalized and the making of those as inferior ‘others’ is
“powerful enough to shape the thinking even of its occasional critics” (Braidotti, 2013;
Escobar, 1995: book summary). Even though the critical undermining of these categories by
post-development studies attempt to dislocate Western conceptions of the body and identity
from its powerful location, the production of knowledge and power over those named as
6

(inferior) ‘Other’ still prevails. This thesis project contributes in unpacking such discourses by
questioning individual subject forming, and with that traditional Western concepts of
differences, in which the other is inferior to a central self – a universal logic located in the
Eurocentric paradigm (Braidotti, 2013). Moreover, by drawing on data from the felt-sense
experiences of dancers that on a physical level relate to one another mainly through the
sense of touch, this thesis project emphasizes non-visual ways of knowing that in
ethnographic fieldwork went largely unrecognized (Potter, 2008).
Daniel Lepkoff and Nita Little, who were both members of a group developing CI in the 1970s,
argue how CI can re-evaluate preconceived ideas about the ‘Self’. “Using my own powers of
observation I can shift my perspective, have new perceptions and free myself from my own
conventional/habitual way of seeing” (Lepkoff, 2008: np). Some founders of CI have argued
that CI has the potential to “change the sense of self that dancers have” (Little, 2014: 247).
Little continues that through active sensing identity is not defined by physical boundaries, but
rather expansive, inclusive of one another, fluid and in motion (Little, 2014). She says: “In my
dancing, I often locate my “self” within my sensing, which means that “self “is now this larger
form, consistent with my spatial inquiry” (Little, 2018: 88).
Studies on dance and subjectivity support the idea of this “larger form of Self” through
experiencing the ‘Self’ as “a process of being” in which the body, self and social interaction
are interrelated to such an extent that distinctions between them are rather fluid, permeable
and always shifting(Little, 2018: 88; Waskul & Vaninni, 2006: 3). An understanding of the ‘Self’
as such is in stark contrast with traditional Western conceptions of the body and identity that
make the body appear as standing on its own, a body largely independent from its
surroundings and other bodies (Manning, 2007).
A combination of Butler’s theory on performativity and Barad’s intra-action theorization are
used as a lens to look at CI as a bodily performance and a relational activity through which
subjectivity is emerging through and part of the world (Heil, 2019). By focusing on relations
rather than on substances and decentralizing the human being from its powerful location
over those that are in/non/post-human the following research questions were formed
(Braidotti, 2006):
How does contact improvisation serve as a practice to develop oneself in relation to human
and non-human others?
❖ What senses, gestures and movement aspects are used in contact improvisation
dance practice?
❖ How does a contact improvisation dancer experience moving through space,
encountering human and non-human others through physical and non-physical
contact?
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❖ In what ways do contact improvisation dancers use their senses, gestures and
movement aspects to get into contact/connect/relate with human and non-human
others?
Human/non-human refers to the relation between the dancers as well as between the
dancers and the space they are dancing in which can be inside a dance studio and/or outside.
Coming from a background in CI myself, I got to explore the interaction amongst CI dancers in
and with their environment on a very direct, physical and subjective level. This brought me in
the position to make meaning of my own experiences in CI and also ‘speak the same
language’ with the dancers that I practiced with, interviewed, or shared mundane activities
with. At the same time my acquired academic skills in the social sciences and ethnographic
methodology gave me particular lenses to value CI as a dance as well as a social interaction.

Structure of the thesis
This thesis project is structured in different sections. First I will dive into the literature and
theoretical framework that covers literature on subjectivity and dance, theory of
performativity by Judith Butler, Intra-action theorization by Karen Barad and diverse literature
from scholars that have fused social and philosophical enquiry into their dance practice. In the
method section I will explain how I did my fieldwork on two CI gatherings (contact camps) and
the CI classes that I joined, and how I felt a member of those I studied with. In the field I
mainly used “participant experience” as a method to make meaning of my participation in CI
practice and the living around it (Potter, 2008: 446). I moreover interviewed several dancers
which gave me a great insight in their social-relational experiences within and beyond CI.
In the analytical chapters I present my findings, in which I explore the dancers’ movement
aspects and senses (chapter 1), a dancers relation with other dancers (chapter 2), a dancers’
way of making meaning of the space (chapter 3), and the integration of CI in the everyday life
of the dancers (chapter 4). Then I will bring the findings and the aforementioned literature
together in the discussion where I will critically address the process of subjective meaning
making influenced by CI. Finally, in the conclusion I will come back to the research questions
and assemble what I have found by formulating some answers.
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Literature review & Theoretical Framework
Introduction
This section includes contributions from various (dance) scholars that cover a vast and broad
territory in terms of the ontological and epistemological understandings on the realities of
dance and subjectivity. I draw on work from studies on dance and subjectivity to investigate
the way (moving) bodies are affecting each other and interrelated in space, feminist and
queer theories of Karen Barad & Judith Butler, and CI dance scholars that have fused social
and philosophical inquiry within their movement practice. From subjectivity in contemporary
dance I move towards the more specific topic of this thesis project and elaborate on the
studies about subjective meaning making within the experience of CI.
Overall there is an increasing amount of research on dance and subjectivity paying attention
to the relations between dancers and space and how dance can disrupt cultural
representations of identity. Fewer contributions focus on the meaning-making of subjectivity
in dance, or rather the “becoming” of the subject in its relational activity. By examining the
relational experience of dancers in CI, I contribute to this growing field and further explore
the development of somatic and affective relating in movement practice.

Dance and subjectivity
In the studies of dance and subjectivity, relations between bodies contribute to the
understanding of the subject as interconnected rather than separated in a very tangible and
imaginatively way (Birginshaw, 2001; Cooper Albright, 2010; McCormack, 2008; Purser, 2011;
Vincs, 2001). “It is through this interface, through our material bodies being in contact with
space that we perceive the world around us and relations to that world” (Birginshaw, 2001:
1). An understanding of the subject as “a fluid, emergent, and negotiated process of being”
help to clarify the experience of dancers in relation to each other and the space (Waskul &
Vanini, 2006: 3). The body, self, and social interaction are interrelated to such an extent that
distinctions between them are not only permeable and shifting but also actively manipulated
and configured (Waskul & Vanini, 2006).
The embodied experience in and with the space is also intersubjective: “body-subjectivity is
far more than an awareness of the body’s position in space as it has both dynamic and
affective dimensions as well as being a fundamentally intersubjective phenomenon” (Purser,
2011: 183). Mccormack (2008) elaborates on the intersubjective experience between moving
bodies and explains that through interaction between bodies affectivity and emotions can be
induced. The embodied experience of one dancer moving and feeling is one thing, it becomes
something more complex when multiple bodies are dancing together and generate “affective
complexity” (McCormack, 2008: 1827). The affective quality that the dancers feel is never
only something personal, it is a complex mix between sound, light, bodies, gestures and many
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more factors that can change the affective experience. Yet, he argues that the affective
relations within and between these moving bodies are poorly understood if framed by
theories of representation. “Space and place are always ‘lived’ through bodies” and thus
abstract thought fall short in representing the “lived differences that shape the experience of
being embodied” (McCormack, 2008: 1829).
This intersubjective phenomenon is also made explicit in the study of Vincs (2001) in which
she considers postmodern dance from a Deleuzian and Guattarian “rhizome” understanding
that thinks/experiences subjectivity as “constant interweaving” and “flattening out all
hierarchies” (212, 213). Vincs (2001) argues that subjectivity in dance is produced by an
assemblage of different elements to which nothing precedes or follows from:
In contrast to centred (even polycentric) systems with hierarchical modes of
communication and preestablished paths, the rhizome is an a-centred, nonhierarchical, nonsignifying system without a General and without an organizing
memory or central automaton, defined solely by a circulation of states (Deleuze and
Gauttari 1987: 21 quoted in Vincs, 2001).
This makes the interaction between different elements, such as events, issues, ideas and
bodies interact and connect based on their functionality instead of compatible regimes of
meaning. Vincs (2001) concludes that there is no central self from which the dance is
expressed, rather meaning is produced by function and interaction, and thus subjectivity is
produced as one dances.
Subjectivity in dance not only investigates the intersubjective phenomenon between bodies
and space but also the potential to question static cultural representations of the body. Ann
Cooper Albrights studies on practices and theories of the (dancing) body critically addresses
contemporary dance as a practice that “could shed light on the current debates about how
cultural identities are negotiated and embodied” (Cooper Albright, 2010: xiii). She continues
that the dancing body is “responsive” in that it can engage and challenge “static
representations of gender, race, sexuality, and physical ability”. Cooper Albright elaborates
this as follows with an example:
For instance, while the audience may at first recognize a dancer on stage in terms of
male or female, black or white, disabled or nondisabled, these visual categories can be
disrupted by the kinaesthetic meanings embedded in the dancing itself. Is the style of
movement consistent with or resistant to this configuration of social identity? does
the performance situation (staging, lighting, costuming, etc.) reinforce or refuse these
categorizations? How is this particular body interacting with other bodies? (Cooper
Albright, 2010: xiv)
As shown in the studies of Ann Cooper Albright, dance can politically disrupt cultural
representations of the subject, yet little research is done on dance and subjectivity that
covers the dancer’s psychological subjective experience: “in terms of the inner feelings,
desires, anxieties, intentions, and so on” (Ortner, 2005: 34). This is partly the case because, as
McCormarck (2008) argued, analytical representations of dance are limited in capturing the
essence of the lived affective experiences amongst the dancers. Albeit acknowledging the
challenge of translating movement into words, this thesis project can contribute to this
research gap by ‘living with’ and zooming into the ‘lived’ experience of CI dancers.
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Studies on subjectivity and dance thus explore how the body, self and social interaction are
interrelated, how dance can disrupt cultural representations of the body, and how multiple
(moving) bodies can affect one another emotionally. These studies reveal how dancers
interactions lead to a subjective understanding of the self that is decentred, de-individualized,
always in movement and a relational activity. Subjectivity is produced within the dancing
(Vincs, 2001). Intersubjective ways of relating and acting with and through one another can
be made more explicit and tangible through artistic practices such as CI, which will be
discussed further on in this chapter. First I will explain Judith Butler’s theory on performativity
and Karen Barad’s intra-action theorization that I will use as a lens to look at subjectivity in CI
as performed by a set of acts (movement techniques, gestures and use of senses) and
relational activity (interaction between dancers in and with the space). As Butler (2017)
argues that identity is not something in the essence of a human being, but rather a repetition
of certain co-constituted acts, I thought that looking at acts of physical and social relating
could give me insights in how subjectivity is performed within the interaction between the
dancers. Barad’s intra-action theorization nicely complements Butler’s theory by emphasizing
that the interactions between the dancers and their environment are an activity through
which their subjectivity emerges. Using their theories as a lens thus takes subjectivity beyond
the idea of a subject as standing on its own; individuated acts of performance and identity
forming, and support an understanding of a sense of self that is rather expansive and inclusive
of one another (Little, 2014).

Theory of Performativity – Judith Butler
According to Butler (2017) identity is not something that is in the essence of a human being,
but is rather constituted by a repetition of acts, that in turn form a performance of who we
think we are in relation to one another and our surroundings. This is what Butler calls
performativity: “a discourse of acts that maintains associative semantic meanings with
theories of performance and acting” (Butler, 2017: 519). I use Butler’s theory on
performativity to look at the repetitive gestures/acts used in CI, such as sharing weight, touch,
range of motion or balance, as a departure to understand how the dancer’s performativity
forms a “constituted social temporality” (520). With this I mean how an idea of the ‘Self’ is
constructed in the very moment and also how this construction encourages a “compelling
illusion, object of belief” of who we think we are (Butler, 2017: 520).
Butler’s work on performativity is grounded in phenomenology and feminist theory in which
she addresses gender constitution. According to Butler (2017), gender is not there from the
beginning, it is a phenomenon that is produced and reproduced all the time:
gender is in no way a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts
proceed; rather, it is an identity tenuously constituted in time – an identity instituted
through a stylized repetition of acts (Butler, 2017: 519).
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She criticizes how continuous acts are mistaken for a “natural or linguistic given”, and how
this can result in punishment for those contesting or acting differently from the given cultural
play (531).
As Butler investigates how gender is a performed phenomenon, her theory of performativity
can also be used to look at acts that constitute subjectivity. By using performativity as a lens
for this thesis project, I looked at CI practice as a performative act that enacts physical and
social ways of relating. I investigated the ‘human’ relations, the interactions amongst the
dancers and the ‘non-human’ relations, the way the dancers engage with and relate to the
space, objects in the space, nature, and other elements that can influence the dance. Butler
argues that performativity makes in itself space for a re-enactment of different acts:
…the possibilities of gender transformation are to be found in the arbitrary relation
between such acts, in the possibility of a different sort of repeating, in the breaking of
subversive repetition of that style (Butler, 2017: 520).
In this way I also looked at how CI practice enacts acts that break with constituted acts of
subjectivity. For example, how dancers meet each other on the dance floor could express a
“different sort of repeating” than how they would encounter each other in the street (520).
Finally, Butler exemplifies how “doing ones gender”, because of certain proscriptions, is
clearly not an individual matter, it is spawned by hegemonic social conditions that were
already established before one arrived on the scene (Butler, 2017: 525). Sharing experiences
of CI practice can shed light on what aspects of subjectivity the dancers share in common, and
how the associated acts have been reproduced, repeated, improvised and historically
embedded.

Intra-action theorization – Karen Barad
Barad’s theory on agential realism upholds the understanding of “the body not as objects
with inherent boundaries and properties”, but as emerging through and as part of their
entangled intra-relating in and with themselves and the world (Heil, 2019: 487). Barad
radically rethinks subjectivity as it points towards a becoming, “created via performative
actions with and through other entities”, instead of building upon the action of existing
subject positions or agential actors (Heil, 2019: 487). A rethinking of the relationship between
materiality and signification shifts Barad’s understanding of the world away from a
representationalist account, where the power of words represent pre-existing things (Barad,
2003). Through a combination of the insights of feminist, queer studies and science studies,
Barad thinks the “social” and the “science” together in an illuminating way. Her interest in the
quantum mechanics of Bohr grounds her understanding of agency as always becoming in
matter. According to Bohr objects only obtain their properties through being measured that
Barad reflects as:
There aren’t little things wandering aimlessly in the void that possess the complete set
of properties that Newtonian physics assumes (for example, position and momentum);
rather, there is something fundamental about the nature of measurement interactions
such that, given a particular measuring apparatus, certain properties become
12

determinate, while others are specifically excluded (Barad, 2007: 19 quoted in Heil,
2019).
That things do not have inherently determinate boundaries or properties, and that there is
also not a distinction between object and subject, knower and known, makes Bohr’s physics
challenge Newtonian physics and Cartesian epistemology. Barad elaborates on Bohr’s ontoepistemological challenge with a post humanist critique on how agency comes into being, or
rather, as Heil emphasises, how it comes into becoming (Heil, 2019). Agency does not preexist separately, but emerges from the relationships in intra-actions (Barad, 2003). Then what
is intra-action? And how is it different from interaction? Barad explains intra-action as an
activity through which different entities commune. It is their communion that makes what
they are, and which is in itself always changing, always becoming. In Barad’s words it is
described as follows:
phenomena do not merely mark the epistemological inseparability of ‘observer’ and
‘observed’; rather, phenomena are the ontological inseparability of agentially intraacting ‘components.’ That is, phenomena are ontologically primitive relations—
relations without pre-existing relata (Barad, 2003: 815).
The difference between interacting and intra-acting is the relational activity. In interaction
“there are separate individual agencies that precede their interaction”, whereas in intraaction “distinct agencies do not precede but rather emerge through their intra-action” (Barad,
2007: 33 quoted in Heil, 2019). Barad’s perspective on agency makes a radical shift, “to be
entangled is not simply being intertwined with another”, it means “to lack an independent,
self-contained existence” (Barad, 2007: ix quoted in Heil, 2019). With Barad’s theorization on
intra-activity I can move beyond the idea of individual existence, and look at subject forming,
or subjective meaning making as a practice. Her theorization focusses the attention on the
interaction between the dancers (the human) and the dancers in and with the space (the nonhuman) as a relational activity. To look beyond the substances, the human and non-human, as
such can shed light to what is there, rather than who is there. This radically questions
individual subject forming and opens up new ways of relating that can shift perspective, invite
new perceptions and free the ‘Self’ from “conventional/habitual ways of seeing” (Lepkoff,
2008: np).
Barad’s intra-action theorization and Butler’s theory on performativity are thus used as a lens
to look at the interaction between “bodies” and their “environments” as intra-actively coconstituted (Barad, 2007: 170, quoted in Heil). Intra-activity can be found in the performative
actions of the dancers that I interview, observe and that I am simultaneously entangled with,
for I use my own body as a research instrument that is emerging with other dancers and the
environment. With the lenses of Barad and Butler I not only look, but also sensitively
experience with the dancers how to make sense of the inter and intra- actions taking place in
CI. The physical engagement and proximity in CI play an important role in examining the
entangled relations within and amongst the dancers and their environment.
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CI and intersubjectivity
This last section exemplifies the way several CI dancers have fused philosophical and social
enquiry within their movement practice, and how it helped them to understand
intersubjective ways of relating and acting with and through one another (Heil, 2019; Jensen,
2020; Sarco-Thomas, 2014). Their research investigates how the ‘Self’ and the body are
implicit in a physical as well as social setting. With the help of diffractive reading of diverse
poststructuralist thinkers such as Guattari, Irigaray and Barad some dance scholars
questioned rigid subjective meaning-making and explored subjectivity as an experience that is
always becoming (Heil, 2019).
Sarco-Thomas (2014) writes from an academic as well as a CI practitioners perspective, and
examines CI as a way to understand our relations with others, human and non-human. She
draws upon the experiences of CI dancer Daniel Lepkoff, one of the members developing CI
with Steve Paxton in the 1970s, and his understanding of CI as being inherently in dialogue
with the environment and the other (Sarco-Thomas, 2014). Through “ecologies of
questioning” – by asking questions while dancing, one is required to enter into “an active
sensorial dialogue” in which the relationship with one’s environment is re-evaluated (SarcoThomas, 2014: 190). Sarco-Thomas (2014) interweaves the ecologies of questioning with a
philosophical perspective by drawing a parallel with the essay ‘the three ecologies’ by
philosopher Felix Guattari. She uncovers how Guattari’s call to cultivate a way of sensing and
agency through personal perception, that cross relates through the natural
(physical/environmental), mental (cognitive/conceptual) and social (ideological/human)
spheres, is also practiced in an embodied enquiry in and outside the dance studio (SarcoThomas, 2014).
Another scholar that inspired me for this thesis project is Johanna Heil who diffractively
relates Barad’s theory on agential realism and Irigaray’s materialist difference feminism with
dance/movement research practice in Contact improvisation (Heil, 2019). She presents
Contact improvisation as an explorative practice and proposes how a radical subjective
experience that emerges through intra-active becoming can be experienced through the
encounter between two dancers (Heil, 2019). She thus opens up the possibility of becoming
with the human other, and supports the understanding of subjectivity emerging in relation to
another being. This intra-active becoming is put forward in Barad’s theory on agential realism
which rethinks the ontological status of phenomena. It upholds the understanding of “the
body not as objects with inherent boundaries and properties”, but as emerging through and
as part of their entangled intra-relating in and with themselves and the world (Heil, 2019:
487). Heil diffractively interrelates Barad’s theory on agential realism and Irigaray’s difference
feminism to break away from the binary logic of traditional philosophy and psychoanalysis,
and proposes “new ways of communicating that might foster mutual understanding between
differently sexed and gendered bodies and minds and that might make possible new ways of
relating and acting with and through one another” (Heil, 2019: 486). The vulnerability that is
created in contact improvisation dance; sharing weight, negotiation of their own boundaries,
friction between two or more bodies and the immediate reflexive encounters make the
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dancers “emerge as subjects that are radically different from the observing liberal humanist
subject” (Heil, 2019: 489).
Similarly to Sarco-Thomas and Heil, Dorte Bjerre Jensen, another dance scholar, interweaves
philosophical inquiry into dance practice with the mere intention to cultivate awareness on
the ways in which sensing bodies continually run up against existing political structures that
model the body as gendered, codified and predetermined (Manning, 2007). Jensen (2020)
uses Erin Manning’s radical philosophical text ‘the politics of touch’, to question the effect of
touch on a deeper level. She combined manning’s in process philosophy with a series of
laboratories to enable university students “to experience touch as a form of rediscovering the
body for what it can do rather than what it is” (Jensen, 2020). “Politics of touch is about
challenging the ontological force of existing politics, of identity, incarceration, sovereignty and
violence, where ever they emerge… “ (Manning, 2007: 161). She speaks about the
disarticulating quality of touch that makes the image of a body fall apart and makes a final
reaching towards a fixed identity impossible. This opens a “spectral politics – never reaches its
goal” – not reaching defined subjects, and this is what Steve Paxton acknowledges to perceive
in CI: “the work is ongoing”(Manning, 2007: 140; Paxton, 1975: 40). Participants do not strive
to achieve results, but are in continuous exploration of what the body can do, rather than
what it is. This is crucial for a withdrawal of static and defined subjective understandings of
who we think we are.
According to the above mentioned dance scholars, it is through the practice of contact
improvisation that meaning-making of subjective experiences becomes tangible. Heil nicely
phrases this as follows:
Whenever human bodies come into contact, vulnerabilities materialize, the meaning
and matter of touch unfold on the individual, cultural, and political level, and dancers
have to weigh the costs of contact, determine the limits of comfort, and negotiate
with themselves whether and how far they can or want to transgress their individual
or their culture’s limits (Heil, 2019: 494).
The idea of the ‘Self’ as standing on its own and defining its own meaning is made visible,
fragile and vulnerable in CI practice which makes physical enquiry, training of the senses and
attention relevant to the practice. Becoming skill full in somatic communication can put
questions on the boundaries of identity and inform a differently related sense of ‘Self’: “In my
dancing, I often locate my “self” within my sensing, which means that “self “is now this larger
form, consistent with my spatial inquiry” (Little, 2018: 88). Subjective meaning-making as
emerging in entangled relations in CI is: investigating the very tangible – the acts, the
gestures, the touch, that form a way of being intra-actively related (Heil, 2019). These acts,
gestures and physical proximity through touching and active sensing can be studied and
experienced in order to develop a subjective understanding that is relational.
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Methodology
Introduction
Having discussed Barad’s theory on agential realism where the subject is emerging through
and as part of entangled intra-relating, the very tangible practices/acts in contact
improvisation serve as material to study the performance of the subject (Butler, 2017; Heil,
2019). For my fieldwork I took an ethnographic approach to investigate bodily movements
and social interactions in CI practice. I collected data in the praxis of contact improvisation:
using my own bodily senses in physical and nonphysical contact with other dancers. In this
section I will explain the where, what and how of my fieldwork experience, data collection
and analysis.

The case study
The fieldwork of this thesis project took place in June – August 2021. In June – July I was
attending CI classes in Amsterdam with Tom Goldhand, and I gave several workshops in CI in
Droevendaal, a student housing project where I live. This first period I value as a preparation
for the fieldwork that I did on two contact camps that I attended in July – August, one in the
Netherlands and one in Italy. The data used in this thesis project is mainly coming from the
fieldwork at the contact camps, supported by the foregoing period in which I got reintegrated into CI-practice and part of the CI community of the Netherlands.
Preparing for fieldwork
In the course of writing my proposal for this thesis project I felt the wish to put my research in
embodied practice not only during the fieldwork period, but throughout the whole research
period. Inspired by dance scholars, Ann cooper Albright, Nita Little, Dorte Bjerre Jensen, and
many others, I felt the need to move my body, as I am writing and doing research, so that my
research would be informed by the embodied experience and intelligence that comes with it.
As Jensen engaged in the reading of Erin Manning’s work parallel to her dancing practice:
“To let the thoughts and words come to me through the movement of the body, from
thinking into motion, motion into thinking” (Jensen, 2020), so did also grew most of Cooper
Albright’s studies out her movement practice: “Most of my research was carried out not in
libraries but in active dance organizations and in the theatre”(Cooper Albright, 2010: xi).
At the time I was developing my proposal, there were no classes offered in CI in Wageningen,
so I decided to use the common space of my student residency as a dancing space to practice
CI with other students. This gave me the opportunity to let my body remember the CI skills
that I had gained on and off on several CI-trainings, -workshops and -festivals over the past
five years. Besides, I started following weekly CI classes in Amsterdam with Tom Goldhand, a
familiar teacher that I trained with a few years ago. Tom Golhand has the ability to explain the
fundamental principles of CI in a very grounded and structured manner, as well as engaging
his students in exploring the philosophical and psychological aspects of the dance (Goldhand,
n.d.). For example, Tom sometimes reminded us that as we dance we bring our psychology
with us, meaning that every dance can confront one personally in a different way. One way
to give space to this was by “putting words and thoughts into the fire” (fieldnotes, July 2,
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2021): An imaginary fire place in the middle of the dance space was used as a token to give
space for sharing our reflections on technical and personal insights that we gained during the
class. Eventually, I see this period as a preparation for the fieldwork that I did on the two
contact camps, where most of the data is coming from. I value these experiences because
they have contributed in re-familiarizing myself with CI practice, building confidence in my
dance practice and facilitating skills, as well as building trust with some of the participants
from the Dutch CI community.
Fieldwork sites
Two Contact improvisation camps were chosen as sites where I engaged myself as a CI
practitioner and researcher. Contact improvisation camps, also referred to as contact camps,
distinguish themselves from contact improvisation festivals in that the “activities are not preorganized, but are proposed by the same participants day by day” (Contact Camp Team,
personal communication, May 29, 2021). On a CI festival, usually an organizing team has
decided over the programme for the whole week with workshops from divers pre-selected
teachers. Initially I wanted to participate in two contact improvisation festivals, but due to
Covid-19 regulations at that time and finalizing the necessary preparations for fieldwork, I
anticipated a flexibility in changing the field sites. I started to get excited about this change of
plans, because I envisioned that the ‘camp-setting’ would grant more space for me to explore
how to go about in embodied research. Since the programme of the camps were co-created, I
felt excited to find and create ways with the participants to give space and voice to this thesis
project.
Contact camp Netherlands July 13-18, 2021
The Dutch contact camp was organised in The “Uelenspieghel”, an old Saxon farm in the
forests of Drenthe. It is a community centre that brings people together in a myriad of forms:
“A vibrant, creative meeting place where creation is central in the form of events, crafts,
ceremonies, spirituality, cooking, music, dance and other forms of (visual) art” (Uelenspiehel,
n. d.). The “Uelenspieghel” is located in the middle of nature in a quiet area with forests,
heather and a little lake nearby. The camp was facilitated by a small group that initiated the
structure of the camp and guided the sessions in which all participants designed the schedule
for the camp: “In this camp we are all teachers and students, we are all participants and
practitioners. The schedule will be created organically with a big emphasis on improvisation
and change.” It was the first time that the Dutch contact community organised a camp after
the festival in 2019.
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Contact camp Italy July 29 – 8 August, 2021
The contact camp in Italy got organized for the seventh time with a break in 2020 due to
Covid-19, this year in a new place which was in the in the province of Siena, Tuscany. The
camp was organized over a monthly period from July 19th till August 8th. The participants
could choose to stay for a minimum of 5 days to a maximum of 20 days in total. Since it was
my first time going to the camp, I choose the middle way and decided to go for ten days. It
gave me the opportunity to get a taste of what it would be like to delve into CI practice and
community a bit longer than I experienced at the Dutch contact camp. The camp was situated
on the land of a farm called Reggioli in a Mediterranean landscape in the region of Siena,
Tuscany. The closest train station was Montevarchi that was about half an hour driving over a
dirt road through a hilly forest.

A sketch from the landscape of the camp from fieldnotes (August 8, 2021)
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Methods used during the fieldwork
At both contact camps the subject of the case study were the dancers and their reflections on
their (relational) experiences in CI practice. With the help of “participant experience”, diary
method and semi-structured interview technique, I veered my way into the field as a dancer
as well as an ethnographer unfolding the research within the commons of the field (Potter,
2008: 446). I studied my own experiences by keeping a notebook, as well as the experiences
of other dancers by “hanging out with them”, sharing moments together within the dance
practice as well as in the everyday living of the camps. Finally I asked several dancers to
write/draw/sketch reflections in a diary and I conducted semi-structured interviews that
followed up the diary writing period or were arranged on the spot.
Participant experience
An important aspect of this thesis project was to explore (CI) dance subjectivity in an
embodied way. I shared experiences and (co-)created knowledge through the practice of CI,
by sensing and reflecting on my own dance experiences as well as witnessing the sensing and
moving bodies of other dancers. Besides I shared mundane activities with other participants
in the everyday living of the camp and during the classes of Tom which were sometimes
overlapping with or related to the CI practice. Since I was entering the class and the camps
like the other participants, I was, felt and still am, a member of the community that I studied
(with). Moreover my acquired skills in CI practice made me able to easily relate to the bodily
experience of those I studied (with).
Acknowledging myself as a non-professional, yet passionate CI practitioner, I felt mostly new
and fresh in my role as an ethnographic researcher. Relating to ethnographic approaches that
have redefined participation observation into “participant experience”, “observant
participant”, or as Clifford Geertz calls it – “deep hanging out”, were resonating with how I
wanted to enter the field (Geertz, 1998 quoted in Culhane & Elliot, 2016; Potter, 2008: 446).
Along the lines of Culhane and Elliot (2016) I assume that:
ethnographic knowledge emerges not through detached observation but through
conversations and exchanges of many kinds among people interacting in diverse zones
of entanglement.
This approach allowed me to go into the field with the questions of my research in the back of
my mind and at the same time letting the spontaneous interactions in the field become part
of my results. Serendipity, “the art of making an unsought finding” (van Andel, 1994, quoted
in Rivoal & Salazar, 2013: 1) together with some background knowledge, a curious mind,
creative thinking and good timing, were my main ‘tools’ in the field. I furthermore relied on
my openness and reflexivity as a strength of the ethnographic method, which according to
Frank Pieke (2000: 138) is “the essence of fieldwork research” (quoted in Rivoal & Salazar,
2013: 1).
Besides “deep hanging out”, observing, conversing, being at the contact camps and in the
classes of Tom, I also used the “affective, sensorial (such as touch) and kinestetic senses”. that
gave me insights in the relational activity that we created in and through CI practice (Flakne,
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2019). Upon taking part in the workshops and jams offered at the camps and classes of Tom, I
observed and played with proprioceptive habits and energy which meant that I paid attention
to the gestures in my own repertoire of movements. At the same time, I engaged in physical
contact with other bodies with whom I explored movement and interaction also alloceptively:
I was receptive to the movement of another body and merged in its gestures, body parts and
bodily energies (Flakne, 2019). I then also explored how both proprioceptive and alloceptive
ways of making meaning are complicatedly entangled in contact improvisation dance practice
and how it puts into question individualized bodily accomplishments and intentionalities
(Flakne, 2019).
A Notebook
At both camps as well as after the classes of Tom and the workshops that I organized in
Droevendaal I took time to reflect on my own experiences by making notes in my notebook.
The writing often came natural and besides a way to collect data it also served as a resource
to recharge myself in my own space, which was often my tent, a quiet spot at the camp/in
nature, or while I was traveling from one place to the other. My notes were a mixture of my
inner experiences, my feelings and emotions, as well as what I experienced or witnessed in
relation to my research questions. I chose to not separate these inner and outer experiences
since I saw myself as included in the fieldwork that I did, and I simply did not know yet what
to consider (more) relevant for the results. Sometimes the notes were more lengthy than
other times, I wrote as it came, sometimes I made little drawings, and when I felt less
inspiration to write I made bullet points of those experiences I wanted to come back to later.
Solicited diary method
At the start of my fieldwork period I proposed to use solicited diary method, which involves
that participants are keeping a diary for a specific reason, in this case for research ends. I
asked eight dancers from the class of Tom Goldhand to keep a diary about their experiences
in CI practice over a period of four weeks. I provided them with second hand notebooks and a
flyer in which I introduced myself and the thesis project, and I proposed questions and ways
of reflecting (drawing, poems, writing). I asked them to reflect on a weekly basis for about 30
min preferably right after the CI class with Tom, or after other activities that involved CI
practice. Unfortunately the diary keeping was not picked up by most of the participants for
different reasons (injury, absence of CI practice, no time, or too difficult questions), I just got
one response which was surprisingly an extensively written reflection. Although the diary
method worked out differently as I hoped, introducing the diaries helped me to present
myself as a researcher and already build connection with those who would be interested in
participating. I agreed with them to do a follow up semi-structured interview which turned
out to work well, and so it came natural to drop the diary method for the Italy contact camp
and do solely semi-structured interview technique besides participating and keeping
fieldnotes.
Semi-structured interview technique
I conducted nine lengthy interviews of about 30 min to 45 min with participants from both
camps and the class of Tom (of whom some participated in the Dutch contact camp). Four
participants I got to know during Tom’s class, one at the Dutch contact camp, and the other
four I met at the Italy contact camp. Most of the interviews were held outside and semistructured with the help of some questions that I had prepared beforehand. These questions
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were open ended and covered subjects related to the research questions. I used them as a
guideline so that the topics covered were congruent amongst the different interviews. The
open ended questions created space for the participant to share informal and self-directed
discussions. While I was aware to not try to steer our conversation to certain aims, I did
attentively and reflexively make at times explicit in what I was interested and curious to know
from them.
The setting of the interviews on the camps was mostly arranged on the spot, right in the
moment or a few hours up until a day in advance. Only two interviews were held outside the
class and contact camps from which one was online. Since the setting often had to be
arranged on the spot, the moment and timing in which I met my interviewee also influenced
the set up. Some interviews were held in a hammock, another in a car while sharing the ride
back home, and another unfolded from a conversation while sunbathing next to a lake.
Besides the exciting setting, the communal atmosphere at the camps as well as having
noticed each other’s way of moving or having danced together, also influenced my
relationships with the interviewees. Even though at times I felt little nervous to perform well
and responsible as a researcher, I often felt at ease and grateful for the interviews to unfold in
such intimate ways. Letting myself be guided by the moment, the will of the interviewee and
the opportunities we had, were giving me the kind of interview setting that I was aiming for. I
wanted to “catch” the interviewees internal states at that time, while having the moving and
sensing memories freshly there. I moreover wanted them to feel at ease so that they would
open up to me, and I tried to find a timing with them that would be convenient and not
disrupt their flow into the camp too much.
The selection of the interviewees started out quite organically, by presenting the research in
the class of Tom, the dancers that were interested in participating came to me. Their interest
and curiosity in this thesis project gave me confidence in continuing engaging dancers into
this thesis project at the contact camps. There the interviews and/or conversations related to
the research were initiated after a small talk, a dance, or asked directly for participation. Even
though selecting the interviewees felt serendipitous, my choices were biased by allowing for a
variety in experience with CI and different genders. For the latter I was likely to look for an
equal male-female division by which I did not intend to exclude other genders, yet I
acknowledge that my ‘blind spot’ may have caused to neither consciously look for them.
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Methods of analysis
Transcribing interviews and coding interviews and fieldnotes
I transcribed most of the interviews myself by relistening to the recordings while writing them
out. Only later at the end of writing out the transcriptions I learned about Otter.ai, an online
platform that automates transcriptions, which I used for the last two interviews. The benefit
was that it accelerated the transcribing process, nevertheless I relistened to these interviews
too because it was part of how I was processing the data. Relistening to the recordings
brought me back to the setting of the interviews. The background sounds, hearing our voices,
the pauses, laughter, etc. were all part of the data that I did not specifically write down, yet
reliving these sounds was valuable in understanding the data. For example, while I was later
rereading the transcripts for analysing I could recall the corresponding voice (with specific
tone, intonation, rhythm, etc.) or the background sounds that also defined the use and
interpretation of the data.
After transcribing the interviews I used Atlas TI, a qualitative data analysis and research
software, to code anecdotes of the transcripts and fieldnotes. I grouped them in different
categories that were created according to the content of the research questions, such as
relation to the other, relation to the surroundings, movement aspects, senses etc. Then I also
used “In vivo coding”; codes that directly cite what the participant says, and “descriptive
coding”; a summary of the primary topic of the excerpt of subjects (Saldana, 2012: 58). The
coding helped me to get a grip of the data in making an overview of what I found. In this way I
could more easily make choices of what to include where and how to divide it over the
different chapters that I wanted to write. While transcribing and analysing the data I
sometimes made “analytic memos”, short reflections, to capture ideas and insights that came
up while processing the data. Clarke refers to these memos as “sites of conversation with
ourselves about our data” (Clarke, 2005, quoted in Saldana, 2012: 41). Relistening, rereading
and reflecting on my fieldwork was sometimes emotionally touching or sparkled “Ahamoments” – discovering something new or finding new connections between things I already
knew, and so the analytic memos served as a space to relate to the data in a more sensitive
way (Koglin et al., 2013: 6).
Putting movement into words
As discussed in the literature review, it is difficult to document the movement and the sensing
of the dancers involved in this thesis project, including my own experiences. “The very act of
dancing always seems to evade attempts to set it down on paper” (McCormack, 2008: 1825).
I therefore invite the reader to play with their own imagination, and to acknowledge with me
that in practice the examples given in the analytic chapters are rather overlapping, happening
at the same time and interwoven. At times it felt a little odd to for example code or structure
the findings, for in practice everything is interconnected. At the same time I needed to zoom
out and to make sense out of the data. The following is a personal reflection on how I was
looking for embodied ways to integrate the data:
Today, Sept 27, Im in the common barrack after 3 hours of working on the computer, I
felt my body needed and wanted, to dance. so I did, I took the space, I rolled, I
jumped, I let my body move, flow, explore… and I want more.. meanwhile I put music,
and later I put the interview of Aden on the background. Integrating the work of this
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morning, the voices of my research, into movement, into presence, letting the
information arrive, sink, in order to try to make sense of what moves me, us, to dance
CI. If it is even possible to make sense of it. For how can I make, deduct something,
when the essence is the present moment? Which is in itself not static, but always
moving (Analytic Memo, Oct 14, 2021).
Multivocal text
I share with Bird (2016) that at both contact camps I was a “key informant myself” by being a
member of those I studied and created knowledge with (131). This resulted that I sometimes
refer to ‘we’ or ‘us’ in the analytic chapters to refer to moments that I felt part of a group of
dancing bodies in such a way that what I experienced felt shared. I resonate with Bird’s way of
framing this as “multivocal” texts:
My voice and those of the other informants are often indistinguishable. We danced
the same dance, sang the same song, produced the same space – a space of resistance
(Bird, 2016: 131).
At the same time I acknowledge that all that is written in this document is merely a reflection
of what I have experienced, and attempts to bring across the stories that I was told in most
direct ways. Yet directed, silenced, and edited through my personal biases that I elaborate on
in more detail in the following section.
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Positionality and Ethical consideration
Positionality
In this section I position myself as a researcher by uncovering how I perceive, understand and
interact with the world around me. In my studies I have learned to critically look at “the
multiple discourses in which one is differentially positioned as a subject at any given time”,
which reveals the relational notion of positionality (Sato, 2004: 102). According to feminist
ethnographers it is important to position yourself in doing research for “researchers are
constantly being situated into the research contexts by micropolitics of research interactions
and the macropolitics of societal inequality” (Lal, 1996 quoted in Sato, 2004: 102) In the
process of coming to a rough description of my positionality I draw upon my ability to be
reflexive. Reflexivity is an essential process for informing, developing and shaping
positionality, all the while acknowledging that positionality is never fixed and always situation
and context dependent (Darwin Holmes, 2020).
Who is writing, and from where?
I am Simone van Dam and I grew up in the South of the Netherlands in a town called
Veldhoven. In my bachelors at University College Middelburg, a liberal arts and science
education, I got to explore different scientific disciplines and felt home in the interdisciplinary
curriculum that was mainly social science oriented. I was especially inspired by my sociology
teacher Rolando Vazquez who’s decolonial thinking and humble attitude touched many
students. These decolonial lenses gave me the ability to become more self-aware of my
position in a socially constructed society. I learned how decolonial critique uncovers the
confinement of modern/colonial universal validity claims and opens up a critique towards
intercultural dialogue (Vázquez, 2012). My background in decolonial thinking made me
interested to further question Western traditional concepts of the body and identity in this
thesis project, and explore relational understandings from an embodied and ontological
perspective.
While I was learning a lot during my bachelor studies, I was often questioned and upset with
the limitation that I found in the mainly cognitive and analytical skills that were predominantly
required in my studies. I often felt that there was so much more potential in learning from
each other if we allowed ourselves to play and explore in a more physical and social
interactive way by using more of our senses and movement ability. After my bachelors I felt a
great thirst to travel and to explore different ways of learning that were more practice
oriented. In these years I also learned about CI and felt that dancing would become one of the
tools that would grant me full embodied experiences through which I could explore physical
and sensorial intelligences to engage and commune with my surroundings.
Exploring embodied ways of learning was one of the main motivations to start this thesis
project. It is written from a personal connection with dance and CI that I aspire to further
explore in it’s potential to (re) connect people to their felt-sense and bring about change in
the way people connect to each other and themselves. I am aware that my passion for CI is
highly biased, and that in various other social, arts and physical practices similar experiences
can be felt.
Furthermore, this was the first time I did fieldwork and thus the qualitative methods applied
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in the field; participating as a researcher and conducting interviews were new to me. My
curiosity, patience, and personal enthusiasm helped me to bring a sense of authenticity in my
work and the way I approached my informants.
Lastly, with describing and imagining my contextual relationship to this research I
acknowledge the bias, and inevitable silencing of complexity of lives interactions.
Confidentiality and consent
Upon entering the field, I was aware that with my presence I was already collecting data. I
therefore tried to be open about why I was there and what my aim was for this thesis project.
At the same time I was also fully participating and so I sensitively awaited the moment to
present my research. For example, only after three classes I took a moment right after the
class to share about my research in front of the group. Also in mundane conversations with
participants I openly shared what I was doing, since at that time it was also one of my main
occupations. Thus by being open, I intended to build a sense of trust between me and the
participants.
During the interviews I always first asked for the participant’s consent to record and to use
the recordings solely for research ends. The names of the interviewees and respondents in
mundane conversations are kept anonymous. I also handled my notes and any other personal
information with care and made sure that it was not shared with third parties. Most visual
data I collected from photographers that were present at the camp, some I took with my own
device or I collected them from social media platforms where the pictures were shared with
the group or a wider CI community. I asked those that are recognizable in the pictures for
consent to present them in this thesis project.
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Analytic Chapters

Chapter 1
Sensing-moving-bodies

This chapter is a presentation of various movement techniques and senses used in CI in order
to answer the first sub question:
What senses, gestures and movement aspects are used in contact improvisation dance
practice?
I found that the dancers use various movement techniques and senses to get into a sensorial
dialogue with themselves, each other and their surroundings. These movement techniques
and senses do not only shape the dance, but are also ways to relate to one another. This
chapter is rather informative in that it explains in more detail what CI is from the perspectives
of the dancers that were interviewed, as well as my own observations and reflections on CI. In
the following chapters the use of the senses and movement techniques will be further
explored as a way to relate to one another and the surroundings.
First I will present various movement techniques and explain how a state of presence and the
use of different senses; such as the sense of touch, sight, hearing and smell, equally support a
dancers practice and well-being on the dancefloor. I will conclude with how moving and
sensing make the dancers appear as sensing-moving-bodies through which they engage in a
body relation in an ever changing relational state (Jensen, 2020).

Movement
In this section I explore how CI dancers move and what ways of moving the dancers
themselves describe as part of their CI practice.
Most respondents shared that in CI practice they learn specific skills or techniques. According
to Gaby, one of the respondents, these techniques allow the dancers to gain the most out of
the dancing in contact. She moreover said that learning certain skills make dancers more
‘readily available’ and secure safety. Some respondents shared how they find safety and
comfort in the dance through knowing the techniques learned as well as acknowledging and
creating together an agreed ‘framework’ to explore physical interaction as such.
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The movement techniques can also enlarge a dancers’ “language” in dance improvisation, so
that the dancers train themselves to ‘listen with the body’ and respond to something that is
improvised:
In this you have like to create new patterns, you cannot use your old patterns because
they are organized for something that you already know. But if it is improvised you
don’t know, so you have to create new patterns. (Luca)
Luca explains how in CI he learned to respond to the movements of other dancers by learning
new movement techniques (patterns). These patterns I think are numerous, and can be
inspired by the movement techniques that the dancers learn through CI practice.
One of dancers was drawing the following picture while she was looking at the other dancers
dancing. I wonder what do you see when you look at these pictures?

Drawings made by Michela Fabbri – one of the participants of the Italy contact camp
What I perceive in Michela’s pictures are rather round and organic shapes. Some bodies are
attached to each other, some are entangled. The forms mostly represent the dancers that
she observed during the jams – the jam is an informal space for dancers to explore newly
learned techniques and extend these into an improvisation space.
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The first evening of the Italy contact camp I was witnessing the evening jam. From my notes I
can reconnect to the sounds of jam. Sometimes there is live music played that is usually
improvised. Often there is no music, yet there are sounds that break with total silence:
What do I see…? what do I feel? my heart is beating. I feel a little tired. The wind
blows. I see people, moving, I hear them breathing, sometimes yawning or laughing.
(fieldnotes, July 31, 2021)
What I observed was people rolling, sliding and leaning on to each other or on the floor. Some
were walking through the space, others laying down on the floor, or moving by themselves
through the space until they would find a new partner. They were dancing, often in pairs,
sometimes with more than two. They also seemed to have fun, and able to react promptly on
each other’s movements and presences. Witnessing this and experiencing this way of
expressing myself I found that there is a lot that the body can do.
When I asked the interviewees what movement techniques they use when they dance they
described different ways of moving that are presented in the excerpt below. By further
explaining some of the highlighted movements in this chapter and analytic chapter 2, I intend
to clarify how the dancers move and how these movements make them relate to one
another.
Lots of spirals, uhm thinking about gravity and so falling and pushing. Yeah, pushing
and turning and flying. It’s a mix between this (Luca).
Well, there is also that exercise that you do, that rolling point of contact exercise, and
then you lean against the wall and then you roll over the wall for a while (Cocu).
with just lying on the ground and feel how the weights shift and gravity (David).
Tactile like sensing pressure and direction (David).
And I wouldn’t consider it as a proper touch but more of a push you and you just
continue. The flowing continuous movement (David).
The fact that you share weight with your partner (Paul).
A lot of fascia direction. Open a lot.. using with the spine. It is a direction in BMC, with
tools we used (Etienne).
In contact improvisation you support, because you know that there is something not
in equilibrium maybe it needs the support (Luca).
Flowing movements actually, yes I notice that I get into a kind of flow or stream if I
don't, yes it might make sense, but don't try to think with my head how I'm going to
do something, but just feel oh my arm goes that way and then, uhm, move with it, so
listening very closely with the body, also to the other, where they are going, but for
me it all feels fluid but also powerful (Christina).
I think there are also a lot of lifts and such, and that it is, of course it is also very light
moving, especially when you float on top of someone, but at the same time also that
strong base, so to say (Christina).
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Presence
Besides that the dancers learn various movement techniques I also understood and
experienced that the dancers seem, most of the time, to be conscious about what they do, or
what is happening to them. While moving, or standing still, which is neither without motion,
the dancers explained to be able to enter a present state of being. A dancers ability to
observe what is happening at the very moment, I think is an implicit aspect of the dancer’s
movement technique. Potter describes this as “the internal connection that informs a clear
sense of self at the centre of the moment” (Potter, 2008).This internal connection was
something I noticed after a few days of CI training at the Dutch CI camp. I felt I could rely
more easily on my own movement techniques. Some moments I was in awe of the dances
that I shared, perplexed of the presence that came with the coordinated movements that my
body seemed to know (fieldnotes, July 17, 2021). Several interviewees referred to similar
states of presence that came with bringing the attention inwardly and being conscious with
the moving body: “listening with the body” (Christina), “ the state of mind of improvisation,
how I solve with my body“ (Luca), “to go deep, to go into connection with me” (Etienne),
“being centred” (Cocu), “it is a way to feel my body totally” (Gaby). Some dancers also shared
that it is possible to extend their sense of presence outward, beyond their physical body. This
is also referred to as the ‘virtual body’: “A body whose senses are reaching towards the notyet through extensions into space; its extensions are virtual “ (Jensen, 2020: 116).
Spiralling movements
One of the movement techniques that Michela’s drawings and other dancers mentioned is
‘spiralling’. One CI class can be dedicated to specifically focussing on mainly practicing
spiralling movements. We practice spirals individually: upright we turn our arms and legs in
opposite direction, making our bodies move like a vortex. Similarly on the floor we learn to
roll in a spiralling way: laying on our back we lift one leg, bringing it over the other leg, upon
the rest of our body follows (fieldnotes June 17, 2021). These technical exercises can then be
applied in the practice with a partner in which we use the same spiralling movement to roll
over each other’s bodies. Another dancer described the spiralling movement as follows:
It's a continuous, circular and never ending movement. Once it started, it goes goes
and goes. So it’s very energy efficient, energy preserving, and the way we roll
sometimes I can see that or we move (David).
I found that by pushing each other, rather than a gentle touch, the dancers are able to move
themselves in a certain direction. Movement is initiated by one of the dancers, yet not always
is clear who is initiating, and what is making the dancers move. From the outside I think it
looks like the two or more bodies are moving in a rather fluid way. Yet, I have experienced
and observed that at any moment a fluid movement pattern can change and take on another
pattern. For example the dancers can fall and stumble and make this part of the dance.
Generally I perceived that often the movements are inspired by certain techniques that can
help make the dance flow.
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A movement sensorium
“The internal connection”, that Potter refers to, is one of the qualities of a movement
sensorium that she ascribes to the sense experience of contemporary dancers (Potter, 2008).
I think that in CI practice the dancers use in a similar way a sense that involves their way of
moving. The movement techniques and an internal connection support the dancers in making
meaning of the interactions that they engage in with their dance partners and the space they
are dancing in. Finally, their sense of motion seems to me an important sense that I think is
not separate from other senses. I contend with Potter that different senses are experienced
rather simultaneously: “the senses should be understood as an intermeshed web of
preceptory apparatuses that direct the body’s total attention to its situation in the world,
rather than as a set of discreet biological pathways that respond independently to physical
stimuli” (Potter, 2008: 446). In the next section I will further build on the sensorium of the CI
dancers, while acknowledging the complexity of a sense experience.

Senses

In this section I describe what senses the dancers use in CI practice. I found that most dancers
connect mainly to their sense of touch, sight (peripheric view), sound and hearing.
Touch
I found that key to CI is physical proximity through which the dancers engage mainly with
their sense of touch. According to Giulia touch allows for a very direct way of communicating.
The contact may range from a very gentle touch to fully supporting someone’s weight, for
example by lifting another body (potter). The respondents referred to touch in different ways,
they called it “the touch, the physical contact, the skin, feeling and sensing”, I think this shows
how various the experience of sensing with touch can be. Two other respondents expressed
where they feel touch:
Sometimes with the skin, but actually more with the layers below the surface of the
skin, the muscles, bones (Christina).
Rolling over the floor, with all your, with let’s say your whole body, using your whole
skin, almost all your skin (Gaby).
Some respondents shared that touching in CI gives them a sense of enjoyment and is partly
what motivates them to practice CI. For example, Gaby, who lives by herself, shared that she
“can organize touch” in her life by attending CI practice. Also David shared that the touch is a
pleasant experience to him:
It’s so nice to touch strangers, because in the street we can’t do that, in the contact
class, different culture, different environment we are allowed to do that (David).
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He shared that the physical proximity experienced in CI practice is something that is less
present in daily public life situations. Similarly, Cocu shared that in everyday life people are
hardly in physical contact with other bodies. I think the touching in CI is an important
motivation for many dancers, and also a pleasant sensation through which they get to
connect, with themselves, each other and their direct surroundings. It is a rather radical
different way of creating contact than most people are used to, besides maybe close friends,
relatives or partners.
As touching can be a ‘loaded’ topic, I agree with Jensen that it is important to be aware of the
complexity of and around touch (2020). For example, according to Luca touching can raise an
emotional level, it can be very “delicate” (Luca) or overwhelming (Aden), especially at the
beginning it can be a lot of information:
If I’m dancing with someone that I don’t know and I have a touch on the frontal body
that is the more emotional part of our body, is something strong to manage. Some
people they are scared about all this contact. After a while you go in a habit so it’s
okay… (Luca)
Some respondents shared how touching can raise intimate or sexual feelings, but that they
consciously do not go into these emotions, because then the interaction becomes something
else, separated from the fundamental tools of CI. I did not ask my respondents further
questions about sexuality in CI for its complexity goes beyond the scope of this thesis project.
Yet I want to acknowledge the relevance of raising awareness around touching and the
complex feelings it can raise.
Jensen (2020) further argues the importance to make touching safe, and I think that CI, when
practiced in awareness around the complexity of touch can re-establish our relationship with
touch: “Sensitively aware touch that reaches beyond current cultural norms can be
transformative for people who are touch deprived”.
Peripheric view
Another sense that we use in CI is the sight. “Obviously”, says Giulia, “you have to know
where you are”. The sense of sight helps to orient yourself in the space and coordinates with
the other senses. It can also help to make contact; “I like to make eye contact, to make
connection, also before I decide to dance with that person” (Paul). Other dancers experience
looking into each other’s eyes while dancing as distracting for it can hinder the attention on
the totality of the moving bodies in the space. What helps is to not focus the sight in one
direction, but to open the sight in all directions. The dancers described this way of looking in
multiple ways: “looking beyond the body”, “I just have my eyes open but I’m not focusing on
something”, “tactile perception”, “a kind of gaze”, “looking from the corners of my eyes” and
“fluid, like water”. It is the peripheric view, a term that some people in the CI community use
to describe this use of sensing with the sight combined with other senses. Some dancers have
also experience with dancing with the eyes closed which is often done in agreement. Leaving
out the ability to see can help to more attentively experience other senses.
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Sound and smell
Then most respondents also referred to the sense of sound, and some to the sense of smell.
Sounds equally support the dancer in orienting the body relative to the other moving bodies
and the spatial elements. The ability to record the vibration of sounds is again an example of
“stimuli” that can support or influence the dance (Luca). In analytic chapter 3 I will discuss
sound in more detail. The sense of smell is more arbitrary. Only a few dancers addressed the
sense of smell as something they pay attention to. Some referred to have a preference to
dance with people that smell ‘nice’, or at least don’t stink. Others expressed to be very
sensitive to the smell of other people, realizing that they know the smell of certain people,
and also wondering whether smell has an influence on the choice of your dance partners.
They also shared to be aware of their own smell, the insecurity that can come with secretion
of bodily odours, and their need for hygiene in order to feel comfortable.

Conclusion
By bringing the senses and movement together I like to think the dancers as being “sensingmoving bodies”. A term coined by Manning that I think can inform the body-relation that the
dancers engage in, mostly when they dance:
The sensing body in movement can be understood as a processual entity that
transforms and is transformed by the relational sensing matrices it instantiates
through its movements (Jensen, 2020: 115).
I argue that the dancers not only dance, but also relate to one another and their
surroundings. I perceive the sensing moving bodies as being able to create meaning in a
radical different way than usual everyday relations that are often more verbal and cognitive.
One of the respondents shared that through CI practice she realized that it confirms her
existence. The idea of dancing with other people, feeling their touch, radically brings about a
relational experience through which they can feel each other. In the following chapters I will
build on this notion of relational experience by addressing how the dancers relate to each
other, the surroundings and their everyday life situations.
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Chapter 2
Dancing with others
“Every dance is different”

Introduction
This chapter focusses on the multiple layers touched in the physical as well as the social
interaction between two or more bodies that meet each other in CI dance practice. The
experiences of the dancers are divers, intermingled and fluid, and never the same: “Every
dance is different, every people is different, every moment is different” (Giulia). I argue that
dancing, improvising and playing in contact can enact physical as well as social interactions
that have an effect on the dancers sense of relating, with themselves and other dancers. By
zooming into the way dancers experience and relate to other dancers within their dance
practice as well as beyond the dancefloor I intent to find answers to the following questions,
that partly answer research question 2 and 3:
How does a dancer experience dancing with other dancers?
&
How does a dancer relate to other dancers?
I will take the reader into a journey that is structured in different sections. First I will elaborate
on the playful component of CI practice, and explain how it can help the dancer to connect
and stay connected during the dance. Then I will continue explaining how playing and dancing
with each other can give way to various ways of relating that I call physical relating, relating
socially and confronting the personal.
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Playfulness
“If I’m coming to dance with you, it might be one thing I’m, that can come to mind, but if I’m coming
to play with you, I think it opens up a different field”

In this section I will argue how a sense of playfulness can be used as a way to make
connections and to stay connected with other people during the dance. I found that being
playful helps dancers to deal with being judgemental about the way they and their partners
dance and their ability to find connection. Through playfulness we become less serious, we
learn to deal with tension and we are better able to stay in the present moment.
Getting into a playful mode
Some dancers like to bring in the aspect of playfulness into their dance because the playing
can generate a sense of fun and in turn may also help them to release tension (Aden). The
playful part of the practice can be a doorway for people that are new to the practice, because
for example touching can be very overwhelming (Aden). Also Gaby shared that she is
motivated by a sense of joy that comes with the idea of how she considers CI as a
“playground for grown-ups”:
It's kind of, what do you call it, playground for, playground, playtime for adults (Gaby).
And so did Paul share that he is satisfied with the dance when he had fun, rather than being it
technically successful:
I really like it when people dare to play together, and explore, and experiment. I think
that's more important than that someone, in parentheses, can dance well or
something (Paul).
Besides playful, the dance can also be serious or more intimate. Different types of attention
may bring the dancer into a present state, and may interchangeably follow each other up
within the same dance. Generally speaking in CI the dancers engage in an exploration, that
can give expression to various ways of relating. Interestingly, I found that the majority of the
respondents share about their dance as something they engage in exploratively,
experimentally, with curiosity, sensitively wondering: “how does your body work, how does
my body work, do we have the same energy today?” (Paul). One respondent referred to a
marked setting where the dancers; “play with each other in a properly framed setting”, and
where you “agree with each other to be unpredictable” (Gaby). With caution I would like to
further reveal Aden’s view on seeing the dance as a game, and further explore how the game
may engage the dancers in a space where they can connect.
Being playful as a way to relate
The quote of Aden opening at the beginning of this section recalls: “If I come to play with you,
it opens up a different field” (Aden). What is that field like? And how do the dancers meet
each other in that field? By looking at CI as a game, rather than as a dance, Aden explains how
it gives him much more possibilities to interact, for the game helps him to stay present: “The
game demands presence, if you are not present you lose. So being playful for me helps me to
stay connected” (Aden). He continues that in a present state the dancers are better able to
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pay attention to what is going on, and make choices from that place of awareness. Moreover
an explorative attitude makes the dancer’s attention open and invites those involved to look
at the dance with a sense of curiosity:
So if I’m starting the dance with, and I feel that my partner of me, I’m in one state, I’m
curious to see where the dance or the game will take us. Maybe we will stay in this
state. Will I stay in this state and kind of go deeper and deeper, or will it change? Will
it change for me, for my partner? (Aden)
Aden’s interest in the psychology of the interaction of the dance becomes like a tool to relate
to the present moment in which the interaction between him and his dance partner takes
place. Besides, I noted that a dancer’s curiosity and willingness to interact can also work as an
invitation to find someone to dance with. David shared how he playfully invites his partner to
engage in the dance: “I want to get close to you, but I don’t know how, so we just do weird
things…” (David). I found that an explorative attitude is something that most dancers can
relate to and use as a way to relate.
The value of playfulness as a way to relate resonates with what I observed and experienced in
the field. In some exercises it helped me and other dancers to deal with judgements that we
can have about our dances. Yet, when we become aware of the fact that we are
experimenting, the ‘mistakes’ we make become part of the dance: “So in dance if you don’t
consider the mistake a mistake, but just something new that is happen, you can use the
mistake to bring something new in our dance” (Luca). At the Italy contact camp, some
dancers referred to “going into dirtiness of movement”. This may allow dancers to explore
more freely, exploratory, without being restricted by how the dance or the interaction should
look like. Within this messiness of interactive movement, I intent to describe in the following
sections different ways of relating that I interpreted from my own experiences in the field.

Exploring on the dancefloor – Taken July, 2021 Contact Camp Italy
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Physical relating
In this section I will present dancer’s experiences that shows how dancers are relating to one
another in a physical way. I argue that during the dance dancers communicate mainly nonverbally, through physical contact, by feeling each other through touch and the sharing of
weight. At the same time the dance also allows for moments to stay connected without
touching each other, in which the bodies engage with one another through a present state of
being.
Touch as a way to communicate
Through touch dancers connect in a very direct way. Most dancers that I interviewed referred
to touch as one of the main senses they use in the dance. They use the skin to perceive the
touch, yet also the layers under the skin, the muscles, bones, fascia, are equally involved. The
contact may range from a very gentle touch to fully supporting someone’s weight, for
example by lifting another body (Potter, 2008). In CI practice it is a vital tool which directs our
attention and to which we bring our presence in order to come to understand the physical
interaction taking place in that very moment.
By asking Giulia what she likes about touching in CI she shared that, besides it being a
pleasure, it is a way to feel connected with other dancers and that it allows for
communication without words:
It’s a pleasure, and it’s a way to feel the connection, to understand more, to stay with
another, close to another person, in another way, without words, another way to
communicate, I think (Giulia)
She continued that through touch she can sense her dance partner very directly, in a way that
is different from verbal communication.
And it’s a way, if you touch the body, you can say, you feel something that, uhm, you
could not feel with words, because a lot of time we are not able in that moment to say
everything, and if you stay with the touch, that is true no, is difficult too, uhm, the
untruth. In the movement is easy to not be in the truth, but in the touch, is so direct
no? (Giulia)
Besides other senses, such as hearing, smell and the peripheric view, for Giulia the touch is
“the main one to feel the connection”. Another respondent, David, shared that he can relate
better to people when he touches them. The touching makes him able to relax more easily
and brings him in relation to people on “a deeper level” (David). He described that receiving
touch, other than talking with someone, had the effect of opening up and calming down:
“everything melts away like the shields, the armours that I have built up, when someone
touches me” (David).
Through touch dancers seem to connect to each other for they relate to a shared felt sense
experience. “Without words, on a deeper level”, Giulia and David describe how it brings them
in relation to the experience of meeting other dancers. As well, I experienced how “the
communication without words”, brought me in heightened aware states of sensing the other
through touch. I experience the act of touching as something that is co-created and where I
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learn to let go of self-control, resonating with Novack’s (2001) description: “The dancers are
supposed to be absorbed in experiencing the movement and sensing (largely through touch)
the experience of their partners . . . abandoning self-control in favour of mutual trust and
interaction”. As the contact may range from a gentle touch to leaning into each other’s
bodies, I will continue exploring the felt experiences in leaning onto each other, touching
deeper tissues under the skin, while finding momentum.
Sharing weight
Leaning into each other’s bodily weight, is what I found a very crucial aspect of the dance. The
majority of the respondents mentioned the importance of finding momentum upon sharing
weight with another dancer. Cocu shared that she meets other dancers through feeling the
counterbalance, and that by both giving enough weight the dance would feel more complete,
because it would strengthen the connection.
Well, I think as soon as you have the feeling, to each other, to give the weight to
someone, then you surrender completely to that person. So then, I think you more,
you get stronger in that connection (Cocu).
Also, respondents noticed a difference with dancing with people with more experience in CI,
compared to those with little or no experience, referred to as “beginners”, for they would not
give enough weight (yet). I perceived that the giving and receiving of weight is very basal and
technical, yet it also necessitates both dancers to dare and to be willing to share themselves,
by literally sharing the weight of their bodies. Sometimes the gained balance in giving and
receiving weight can give the idea that the two bodies “click”, or that one can “trust” another
(Christina). Christina shared that she can sense a “click” with her partner through a
connection with the centres, the region of the pelvis.
Tactile language
The leaning into each other may be followed up by one person guiding the other through
pushing or pulling in any kind of direction. This may be done consciously, but sometimes the
indetermined time of a shared momentum may bring the bodies in movement again. With
tactile language I refer to a physical interaction between two or more dancers that
encompasses touching, sharing weight, pushing, pulling, rolling over each other’s body, and
all other possible improvised movements that compose the dance. Little (2014) nicely
explains this interaction between two dancing bodies that takes place in a manifold of forms:
Blake and Brando rise and fall in successive events where they become two
individuated actions, become a single coordinated action, and then return again to
two actions: the dancers easily form, deform and reform through a tactile language
that occurs within the milliseconds of meeting and leaving one another… (Little, 2014:
249)
The skills that Little refers to is something that one can learn by gaining more experience. An
overall message that I got from the respondents as well as my own experience, is that “every
dance is different” (Giulia). This explains the various levels of experience in the practice, as
well as the personal form of expression given to movement and interaction. Cocu shared that
she believed to sense some of her dance partners’ personal traits by the way they touch or
give their weight (Cocu):
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Or sometimes, the way you touch each other, I think says a lot about how a person is.
If he takes you right away, he may actually be more a “doer”, and if the person just
takes it a bit easy, then it also says something about that person's personality I think.
(Cocu)
Cocu’s perception gives an impression of how the physical interaction may also reveal
something about the social interaction that can take place simultaneously. Another dancer,
Christina, shared how she was more at ease when her dance partner could kind of guide the
dance without using words, leading with movements, yet leaving space for her to take the
lead as well. The experience of the other dancer guiding her would give her a sense of trust
and make her able to surrender to the dance. Dancing with someone else with a “similar kind
of insecurity”, was found to be more difficult (Christina). She expressed that she aspires to
familiarize herself even more with this dance form so that she could give others a similar
sense of trust that she would now gain from experienced dancers.
Taking in space and knowing where the other is
Other than connecting with other dancers through for example touching or sharing weight, I
found that the dancers also connect through noticing each other’s presence without
necessarily being in physical contact. Sometimes the dance allows for moments to let go of
touching each other. Yet, the connection between the dancers may stay. The relation with the
dance partner is “on”: through noticing gestures in one’s own repertoire of movements
(proprioceptive system), as well as being receptive to the movement of another body and
merge in its gestures, body parts and bodily energies (alloceptive system) (Flakne, 2019). This
is what I experienced and observed especially during jams, and what also one of the
respondents noticed:
… that is sound, that is also “proprioceptive”, so knowing where I am, where I am
myself, what my body is. And yes so if someone is behind me then I know that.
… so if you lose touch and lose sight of each other then I know pretty much exactly
where someone is and what someone is doing (Gaby).
I understood that Gaby could know how close or far other dancers in space were from her
through her own sense of bodily awareness. She moreover shared that contact improvisation
is also an invitation to dance together without touching. Another respondent, Etienne, shared
that being in each other’s presence, without actively engaging or making contact with others,
is already a form of relating. He started sharing about an experience in a jam where they
practiced with dancing in silence:
When I was with people in space jam, we was working with silence, body silence, and
it was very strong for me to... Okay, I am not obliged to fill the space every time, to
give information from me for the other every time, I can don’t move, don’t think, don’t
project, and stay. Until something will happen (Etienne).
Noticing his body, his presence, filling the space, made him realize that that was already
enough. I think by not moving, but staying in one place, the dance may seem very passive, yet
the dancers express that they are actively present with perceiving their own bodily sensations
as well as the presence of other dancers, again connecting proprio- and alloceptively (Flakne,
2019). The multiple bodies filling the dance space seem to me all potential dance partners,
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perhaps not directly, but solely their presence makes them feel part of the dance. Paul
remarks that “you don’t necessarily do something with them, but it makes you aware of how
much space you have and take in” (Paul). For Gaby, noticing multiple bodies filling the dance
space, made her reflect on what it is like to take in space. She said that the literalness of
taking in space, analytically confirms her own existence:
It's almost a kind of literality, not like oh, yes literally my body exists, it's being used,
someone else sees that, feels that, uses that, can't get through it, I occupy a space.
And of course, what comes with that is that someone else says yes to me, I want to
dance with you, says yes to my body. So in that sense almost literally confirms (Gaby).
Gaby describes that the presence of the bodies themselves give her the idea that her

existence is confirmed, for it is not something that she can experience by herself. With my
background in non-violent communication (Rosenberg), I interpret her observation as though
her need to be seen is heard. Yet her story is more than that, Gaby moreover brought in a
rather philosophical stance by sharing that contact improvisation could be considered as “an
extreme way of becoming a human being”, for it portrays ‘a collective’ through which each
individual existence gets confirmed.
Hence, the interaction, the dance, the game may take place through direct physical contact,
through touching, sharing of weight, or any other form of tactile language. Also nonphysically, by being in each other’s presence, doing nothing, yet sensing each other’s
awareness is a possibility through which the dancers connect. In a flow both physical and nonphysical contact are exchanging each other through which the dancers communicate their
interaction. What’s more, is that this bodily interaction is generally sensed as a pleasurable
way to be together, for some it is a motivation to dance CI, especially it being only physical
without a social story. Some expressed that they can let go of social rules/identities while
engaging in the practice, and found that a satisfying idea. “Dropping the social thinking and
going into movement spontaneity” seems a possibility (Etienne). Yet in the following sections I
will explore how I also found that the social thinking seems sometimes indispensable in the
practice and may contribute to relational experiences between the dancers as well as their
relationship with themselves.
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Relating socially
In this section I will elaborate on how dancers meet each other on the dance floor and how
improvisation and being present in the body make dancers readily available to respond to their
own and each other’s needs creating a sense of belonging and community. I will argue how
the physical relating can amplify social cohesion in a group of dancing and moving bodies.
Meeting other people
Even though I generally perceived that the initial interest in CI for many dancers is merely the
functioning of the body and learning the ability to make a dance technically flow nicely, some
dancers also expressed to be interested in engaging in a potential social connection that I
believe is interwoven with the physical relating. I found various responds to the interest and
motivation in dancing CI and with that to encounter other people; for some the idea of
meeting another body without the whole personal identity feels appealing:
In a very defined field you are a dancer and a body with a certain character of course,
and not all that other stuff, not work, family, and that always fascinates me very much.
(Gaby).
Others shared that the dance can be a way to meet new people and to get to know each
other better. For example, I found that the dance can be a tool to get ‘in touch’ with someone
you don’t know and you would like to meet:
Sometimes I have the thought like okay with that person I would like to dance because
I find that an interesting person, and I would like to create that connection even more.
And in this case the dance is an easy way to make that connection (Cocu).
… that's always a bit of a test when you dance with someone new for the first time.
Sometimes you have already sensed with someone beforehand, like hey we clicked, or
I have already seen you dancing and that seems interesting to me. (Paul)
At the same time it can also work the other way around. Perhaps the dancers have shared a
dance and this encounter may follow up in a conversation:
But I do notice, for example, that when I've danced with someone, for example, that I
start talking to that person sooner after that, and with the person I haven't danced
with I haven't shared much about myself or anything like that (Cocu).
Sharing a dance together and having a conversation, are possible social events that happen to
follow each other up in a rather fluid way. What I find interesting is that the dance and the
touch have the ability to add another layer to more normative ways of relating to one
another. On the one hand I think the physical encounter allows dancers to explore each
other’s technical skills. On the other hand it also makes them able to sense and feel each
other’s willingness to surrender to the dance and with that how each of them is engaging
personally. I also noticed that the social connection already starts before the dance, for
example, by the way how dancers approach each other or invite each other to dance with.
Those elements around the dance I found are contributing to the social interaction between
the dancers. In the following quote expresses Paul’s how he is attentive to initiating contact:
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It is that way of that first contact I think, of how, when you're in a jam somewhere, like
how do you find someone to dance with, you can make contact without looking and
see if someone reacts to that, but you can also look at someone and see like ‘hey’
something is going to happen there and that's what I'm going for. I think that in other
places that are also, outside of CI I mean, relevant questions, such as how do you
actually initiate that contact, or how do you approach someone, or how do you say
‘hallo’ to someone, or do you really look someone in the eyes at that moment? I am
also very aware of those kinds of elements that are actually more happening around
dance. (Paul)
In different ways the dancers initiate contact with each other. Sometimes this happens rather
consciously as Paul described. Other times, as I also experienced, initiating contact seems to
happen automatically without thinking too much about it. The improvised state of mind:
“how I solve with my body” (Luca), brings the dancers in a state of connectedness with
themselves in that very moment, which I experienced is what makes it possible to feel and
stay more easily connected to other dancers too.
Multiple ways to stay connected
While “listening and being listened” (Giulia), the dancers’ ability to tune in with their bodily
sensations, physical tendencies and personal needs, tend to give them multiple options to
relate with others. Giulia’s example of how she checks in with herself, nicely shows how she
responds to other dancers on the dancefloor.
Yeah sometimes when I feel that I need some help. Or I decide to stay in the travel. Or
sometimes I go to a dancer that I know, that I am comfort with no? It happens. Or I
stop, or I do, I check my body, okey, maybe I can stop, maybe can watch, maybe I can
interrupt this no. It is a practice, you try, you try one, the other. It is interesting to stay.
Or don’t leave the jam, if you’re in a moment, but stay on the, and observing the
others maybe. So use the possibility, you also have the possibility to stay in without
dancing no. We have a lot of options no (Giulia)
The idea of having multiple options, seeing possibility, shows Giulia’s ability to be present in
and through the practice. Her skill to observe what her body needs in that very moment,
already shows her state of connectedness to herself. In this way she can choose to connect to
other people in different ways, physically through touch, but also non-physically, by observing
the other people dancing. Similarly, during a sharing circle after the ‘underscore’ jam at the
Italy contact camp, Joana shared that she was observing the others dancing in a way that she
could relate with her body: “I was looking with my body” (fieldnotes, August 5, 2021). Even
though, Joana was not actively part of the physical dance, she was able to relate physically
from the role of the observer. Hence, the ability to improvise, makes the dancers able to react
to something that is new, that is improvised (Luca).
A sense of care and building relationship through dance
By opening the senses, being alert and responsive, the dancers seem able to respond to their
own as well as each other’s needs. I experienced that the dancer’s availability in the intensity
of sharing a dance space with multiple bodies made me and the other dancers aptly respond
to each other’s movements. Sometimes the dances can be wild, sometimes playful, other
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times more calm or intimate, again, “every dance is different”. Yet overall, on the dance floor
as well as in the shared community spaces I sensed a quality of care. Moreover, for some
dancers the physical relating resulted in building long term friendships and a sense of
belonging to a community.
In the jam space, for example, a sense of care is translated in a dancers’ open state of being
and awareness of what is happening in the jam:
And anyway this is kind of open state, also you to notice someone needs help, or you
can somehow liberate energy for the group, or someone that needs something
special, this is like an open state (Luca).
By seeing the dance not as something personal, but rather as a relation with the surrounding,
Luca explains that he is able to aptly respond to any influence from outside and makes it part
of his dance. This makes him also readily available to respond to the needs of others in the
space. He not only sees the jam as a place where people dance, but also as a common space:
That is why we refer to the jam no, in the jam it is a common space, we are all
together, we don’t dance, we are sharing a room together, a jam where everything is
possible, and it should be, should be (Luca).
Giulia similarly shared that upon sharing a dance space with many people “we have to take
care of us and the other” (Luca). Also Aden shared that when he is dancing with someone, he
is not only engaging in the physical dance, but he is also interested in the well-being of his
dance-partner:
I try to sense the well-being of my partner. I mean I use the sense of touch, I use the
sense of smell, I use the sense of sound. But I also, when it comes to, what draws my
attention, what draws my curiosity, I also try to figure out what’s my emotional state
and also what’s my partner’s emotional state. Is she or he are relaxed, are they
tensed, are they happy or are they playful, I find it kind of, are they in a somatic mode,
sometimes they are in sensual mode, sometimes they are in a sexual mode (Aden).
A sense of taking care of each other during the jam as well as between two or multiple
dancers, generally does not stay within the dance space, but is also carried beyond. In the
following quote Aden shares how he perceived the social atmosphere of the setting at the
camp that reflects a social interaction that is partly created during CI practice:
We’ve created a setting which kind of allows us to continue to play like we are in a
jam, in a sense that everybody feels very comfortable to approach other people and
to, maybe sometimes to touch them. And they feel comfortable in being by
themselves, quietly. And they are kind of more, I think, kind of more open hearted
here (Aden).
Aden shared that this felt like that for him, he was aware that this may not be the case for
other people. As I want to argue how a sense of care seems supported by physical interaction
and a sense of physical presence, I would also like to critically acknowledge that at times I and
other dancers did also experience uncomfortable feelings such as social anxiety. During one
discussion after a jam, we discussed that feeling safe in a group that seems inclusive is not
necessarily taken for granted (Jam recording). While recognizing that everyone experiences
being part of a group differently, from the Italy contact community I could sense a somewhat
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grounded sense of belonging, of coming home, that they seemed to have built over more
than a decade. They appeared like a friend-family by the way they were checking on and
taking care of each other. Especially by the way they organized the camp, in which their main
aim was to build a non-hierarchical and co-creative set up. One could say that friendship can
grow from any shared passion, yet interestingly is that ,according to Luca, specifically the
dancing makes to him the relationship clear. He shared that through contact improvisation he
found a group of friends that he feels closely connected with:
If I think now, which is my friend family, it’s in contact improvisation. I think that, the
way we, also of the dance, because there is the touch no, makes us really understand
each other deeply.
We used some of the tension also in dancing, taking this kind of energy in the dance
and trying to solve, yes.
but the dance is pushing somehow our relation, it’s, not only, it brings clear the
relation (Luca).
I think the dance can be seen as a way to build relationship and to deepen the relationship.
Moreover, I mostly perceived that a dancers awareness about their own needs, their bodily
sensations and their willingness to improvise, is what supports them in making connection to
other dancers. Therefore, I think the physical relating adds another layer to the social
interaction through which the dancers get to know each other. From here I will continue
exploring the social interaction happening between the dancers and examine how it could
confront dancers personally, and possibly (re)make a relationship with their sense of self.

Small conversations – Taken July, 2021 Dutch Contact Camp
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Confronting the personal
In this section I will elaborate on how dancing with others is remaking relations with the self
and creates opportunities to observe the way the physical interaction may trigger emotions,
feelings and trauma’s, and make us aware of socially attached identities. I argue that even
though contact improvisation is initially not about social psychology, yet it is something that
we take with us in the dance and can have an influence on our experience of connectedness.
The effect of the ‘mental state’
Generally most respondents shared that at times their dance can be affected by their state of
mind. When a dancer feels bothered for example, this can have an effect on the way they
move, which can also have an effect on the interaction with other dancers. Both Giulia and
Aden shared how, while dancing, they perceive the effect of their thinking behaviour and how
they seem to be able to distance themselves from it by observing their thoughts:
Especially when we are not at ease, or when there is a concern or a worry or a tense, it
physically affects the way we breath the way we move. So when, my interest
sometimes is to, for me, I like the way I move when I feel that everything is okey. And
I think other people they change the way they move, and I like the way they move
when they feel that everything is okey (Aden).
Aden moreover shared that when a dancer doesn’t feel okey, they may become judgemental
about themselves. By judging the situation they may lose the connection with the present
moment which may change their physicality. What helps Aden to deal with such a situation is
to ask himself whether he really needs to get judgemental about it, and to see what is
happening as something that is part of the dance. Upon asking Giulia what helps her to find
comfort in dancing, she said that the comfort is coming from “a state of mind”, but that this
state can be hampered by feelings of insecurity and judgement about herself and others. The
following quote shows how she is confronted with a feeling of insecurity during the dance:
“Insicurezza”. That I don’t think, yeah, that I feel a little bit shy, a little bit insecure,
uhm, can I dance with this person, is okay with him, he, or with her? Am I dancing well,
is in comfort, is not. All this, if it happens with all this stuff. Is very difficult to manage,
no, and sometimes happens, this is my issue, when I come to dance, when I come to
the dancefloor, some days is very present this, some days no. Sometimes this is just
present with some people, with some dancers and with others no.
… To observe myself in the situation, and understand, how, what I allow me to do,
what not, why. If I judge myself, if I judge the others. This is a big issue in my life, and I
carry it completely in dance. sometimes this is with me all the time, sometimes no
(Giulia).
Giulia continued that once she is aware of what is happening, she is able to act upon it in a
conscious way. I have come to notice that a mindful presence seems to help dancers to
become aware of their mental state. From this state of awareness, as Aden mentioned in an
interview with him, the dancers are able to make “nice choices”, choices that I emphasise are
not made with thinking, but rather “happen” while dancing, because of the dancers’ state of
presence with their body.
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Emotional triggers
The effect of the mental state on the body, works also the other way around. The interactive
movements, the ‘conversation’ amongst the dancing and moving bodies can also influence a
dancer’s emotional state. Sometimes the body may release tension, generate certain feelings,
or remember one of past traumatic experiences. In the following quote, Giulia shares what
she has learned about herself and her relation with touch through discovering a past
experience of when she was a baby:
For example when I was very very very, already born, I was separated by my mother
for twenty days, for health for the hospital, forty years ago there wasn’t the conscious
about the importance about being together no, and so I think, and obviously I have
inside of me very deep a little trauma of this no. And after, I discover, it when I was
thirty… (Giulia)
Giulia’s long term experience in contact improvisation amongst other practices, has helped
her to understand her relation to touch better. Since touching involves another person,
understanding her past experience, may also have had an influence on how she relates to
other people. Similarly, David, also shared how the dancing can confront him personally. A
setting that allows the dancers to explore and experiment with personal topics is helpful for
him to feel safe to do so. For example, when there is a teacher that explicitly acknowledges
the possibility to confront these topics. The following quote shows David’s reflection on how
he uses the dance to confront social interaction:
…I see myself through the others, because there are lots of people there's a higher
chance that I really see myself more, and then I see my struggles through the dance
just by being triggered, and then maybe I have to dance with that, or I challenge
myself to dance with that one guy I don't like, and then I see the game that I'm
playing, like why don't I like him because he reminds me of something inside of me…
(David).
Potter (2008) argues that movement may trigger the emotional body. While we are dancing
and we are confronted with personal issues, the movement practice may help opening a
space for what is going on (Potter, 2008). Sometimes the dancers seem to deal with these
feelings themselves. Sometimes there is a space created after the practice to share, or they
reflect upon their embodied experiences in different ways, through writing about it for
example. I found that overall the physical activity can make the dancers relate to their
emotional body, and that by sharing this with others, in various forms, contributes in building
relationship.
A space to be vulnerable
Sharing our emotions or personal experiences that bring us in a vulnerable state can be
challenging. A communal setting, that is often created around the contact improvisation
practice can create a safe atmosphere in which people feel able to share their emotions. It is
not taken for granted that people feel safe in a setting that seems inclusive, I witnessed
people leaving the dance, or the camp, because they did feel uncomfortable. Yet, I moreover
sensed an overall atmosphere where people take care of each other, and through which I
experienced building relationship too:
During one of the jam sessions I was holding a man, almost the age of my father, who
was releasing tears. We had shared some dances and a short conversation about our
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professions earlier that week which made me feel I had gotten to know him a little bit.
So seeing him crying made me drawn to him. I felt I wanted to support him, by simply
holding him. It felt like taking care of a child. I believe it was the overall setting, the
community that we had built so far on the camp in which we are used to touch each
other, that made us able to connect with our emotions, and to share our
vulnerabilities (Memory/fieldnotes, July, 2021).
I have found that the act of holding and being held are qualities that are reflected in
movement and gestures that we apply in the dance. Sharing each other’s bodily weight may
encourage a surrendering of the body to another body, which is something we can similarly
experience in an affective way of relating, for example when hugging a friend. The following
quote describes Cocu’s observation of a sensitive atmosphere at the camp that enables
dancers to relate emotionally:
And now with the contact improvisation week I notice that, even though we don't
know each other that much, or we only see each other once a year, we talk about very
deep things. And everyone kind of gets to the core of their pain or something, at some
point, not everyone, but many. This is a very sensitive environment where you may
also be confronted with yourself, precisely because you can surrender yourself
physically to someone else… (Cocu).
I have come to understand that the physical interaction may evoke a dancers feelings,
emotions and trauma’s. Through my personal experience as well as what I have come to
understand from other dancers is that by observing these internal experiences may help a
dancer to stay present, and that by processing the experience dancers (re)make relations with
themselves and others.

Holding each other – Taken July, 2021 Dutch Contact Camp
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have explored how dancers meet each other on the dancefloor. By providing
the reader with different examples I have shown how dancing, improvising and playing in
contact can enact physical as well as social interactions that have an effect on the dancers
sense of relating, with themselves and other dancers. The different examples given in this
chapter and my own interpretations may give an answer to how dancers experience dancing
with other dancers and how dancers relate to other dancers. I want to emphasise once more
that the experiences described in the different sections are events that I have witnessed in
the field at different times. The events can be overlapping, or happening simultaneously. I
perceive what I have described as something that is not linear, but rather round, voluminous
and interwoven.
I conclude that the dancers meet each other through a physical relating in which they engage
in a dance that to some dancers is similar to a game. In an explorative and experimental way
the dancers are tuning in to a present state of being. The play is mainly physical through
which the dancers are able to communicate through a tactile language that encompasses
among other touching and a sharing of weight. I found that the physical relating makes
dancers aware of their own bodily sensations and needs and I perceive it as inherently
connected with a social interaction in which they engage with in different ways. For some
solely the physical sensations; feeling their own and each other’s’ bodies, experiencing touch
and getting skilled in the practice is their main motivation to practice CI. At the same time
most dancers acknowledge to sense something unique in every dance and resonate with the
expression “every dance is different” that gives way to personalized experiences that are
highly socialized. This social relating expresses itself in building friendships and a community
in which people get to know each other, yet this sense of care is only giving one example of
how a relationship is experienced. Despite the personal experience of the dancers’
interaction, I moreover found that a dancers’ sense of awareness is a vital tool that gives an
impression to how dancers relate. From this sense of awareness most dancers reflected that
they are able to look at the dance as an event where anything can happen, and where any
sensation, emotional trigger or judgement becomes part of the dance. How this influences
the social interaction and the experience of the dance is up to the dancers’ curiosity to see
where the game takes them, their ability to observe the experience as it is and their
willingness to engage.
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Chapter 3
A relation with the surroundings
“we try to feel everything, not only the people. The lines, the colours, the sensations”

Introduction
In this chapter I will explain how the dance seems not only attached to the dancing bodies,
but is also embodied in and with the surroundings. From my own experience in CI I noticed
that I do not only dance with other people, I am also aware of the space I dance in and I
generally perceive everything around me as part of the dance. I therefore, asked participants
to reflect upon their relationship with the surroundings during their CI practice. What I
understand with a dancers’ connection to the “surroundings” is how the dancers connect to
the dance space, the objects in the space and other stimuli such as natural elements,
imaginations, music and sounds from in and beyond the dance space. By zooming into the
way dancers experience and relate to the surroundings I intent to find answers to the
following questions, that partly answer research question 2 and 3:
How does a dancer experience dancing with the surroundings?
&
How does a dancer relate to the surroundings?
I will end the chapter with exploring the setting of the Italy contact camp and how I perceived
it as a “hybrid” place, where a dancer’s relation to the surroundings is understood as being
influenced and inspired by the practice, the outdoor living and the communal practices of the
camp.
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Dancing in and with the space
In this section I give various examples of dancer’s way of conscious relating to the floor, walls
and other objects encompassing the dance space. I explore how the dancers generally
experience that the space can inspire their dance and how most of them consciously make use
of the space to connect with themselves and their dance partners.
“And in what way do you relate to the space where you dance, like not the people, but the
space…?” I hear the echo of my own voice asking this question several times. “I think it
happens naturally” was Giulia’s response, upon she continued:
Is an instinct, because as a human beings, I have the instinct to, to be, to feel safe, or
to be comfortable in a place where I am, or I have to stay for more than one moment
no, and so I arrive in a place (Giulia).
I found that the relation to the space was by some dancers taken as a given, as something
they are aware of when they pay attention to it, but often times also taken for granted, or as
Giulia shared, “instinctively” acted upon. At the same time, most dancers could recall
experiences in relating to the space in a more tangible way by distinguishing the floor as a
dance partner, and also by integrating objects, walls and other surfaces they find in the space
into their dance experience.
The floor, walls and…
I noticed that the dancers’ relation to the space mostly supports them in order to ground
themselves or to gain inspiration from for the dance. For example, when we arrive into the
dance space or start the class, we often start laying on the floor in order to relax and connect
to the sense of gravity pulling our bodies into the floor. By yielding into the floor – a term
used often in somatic works – the body enters a releasing state which is a nice entry point
into teaching: “it creates easiness into dancing by cultivating softness and deep listening”
(fieldnotes, July 18, 2021). A dance teacher can guide the relaxation into the floor by using
sentences like: “let your pelvis be supported completely by the floor” or “try to give your
whole body to the floor” (fieldnotes, July 15, 2021). In the following quote Christina shares
how she enjoys “being held by the floor” and how it helps her to connect to a sense of
gravity:
Yes I notice if we sometimes start just lying on the floor, then I really like it, if it is then
guided, to really feel like oh yes that floor really carries me. Or if we are upstairs on
that little attic to notice oh yes, the floor but also everything that lies underneath it
carries me. Or if I lie on the grass, yes, being carried, that I don't need to do anything
for it, I don’t need to tighten up or be afraid that I fall somewhere or something like
that, but there is just, floor (Christina).
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To depersonalize
I also found that a connection to sensing gravity and with that a grounding into the floor was
also fuelled by the imagination to see the body as an “extension of the floor” or “becoming
one with the floor” and that this connection to the floor helped the dancers to find a similar
connection to their dance partners:
He mentioned it and the last time I actually understood it after having been told 100
times, it take some time, to see the body as an extension of the floor. The way I move
on the floor, I can always move on the body. Depersonalize, there is no person, there
is nobody there's a thing, and with a thing, it's easier to relate to (David).
that you become one with the ground and then also become one with your partner.
And I think this is a very special sensation. Because then you can create this
connection with the environment if you manage to get into this state of mind (Cocu).
The ability to think the body as being an extension of the space is something that is more
often applied in jams or in dance classes. David shared that exercises in focussing on
connecting to the space can accentuate this way of relating. For example, I recall an exercise
in which we were asked to observe ourselves leaning into the wall. From the point of contact
with the wall I could feel the weight/force going through my body into the floor via my
standing leg. After that we did the same but then we were leaning against another person,
who would similarly transgress the weight into the floor (Oct 2021). Attentively feeling the
pull of gravity with both the wall and my dance partner, made me able to connect with them
in a similar way. Though I distinguish bodies from space I also detach myself from wanting to
relate to a specific form. This makes the dance very tangible and practical, and in some sense
less personalized as David puts it. I can resonate with his remark that it can make the relation
to the partner easier, I experienced more freedom to experiment when understanding and
sensing the bodies as moving in and with the space.

Laying on the floor – Taken July, 2021 by Contact Camp Netherlands
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Sound, atmosphere, imagination and nature
I moreover found that the relation to the dance space is also inspired and influenced by less
visible and tangible forms that dancers find in and beyond the dancefloor. In this section I
explore how the dancers connect to sound, atmosphere, imagination and nature and how
these elements can become part of their CI practice.
As I noted that the dancers use the floor, walls and other objects in the space to play with or
to activate a felt sense of awareness, I also felt and observed that this connection to the
space is much wider and goes beyond the ability of vision and direct touch with the physical
surroundings. As Paul shared that he uses physical objects, such as the walls, pillars in the
studio, a table and the floor as “anchors” to bring in a sense of playfulness in his dance, so
does Luca use the “density of the space”, sound and any “stimuli”, as a point of departure for
his dance. He shared that it appears as if he is dancing a solo, but that the connection to these
less tangible “stimuli” is greatly supporting his dance:
So if I dance alone, because I’m dancing with the space, or dancing with the floor or
with the sound. I cannot, I don’t have tools to move alone. So it looks I’m moving
alone, but its, I’m not moving alone, I’m moving with the sound with the space that I
trained to touch (Luca).
Luca moreover shared that he is mostly using the sense of touch when he dances, yet not
only the touch of the skin, he explained that he also touches vibration, for example sound.
Interesting is his understanding of his connection with the space. He is aware of the influence
of the space and perceives different forms such as music, wind and people all as stimuli that
he is receiving and digesting, and equally relates with in his dance: “It is just that I am
receiving stimuli, digesting stimuli, adapting and improvising, trying to solve the stimuli that I
receive” (Luca). So for Luca playing with the space can be very subtle, it is connecting to what
the space makes him feel like and noticing how his body is digesting the space. I perceive his
connection with the space as rather fluid, where his experience of the space is vital in how he
connects with it. He shared that he can let the space play with his body, or he can choose to
influence the space which I think is similar to ‘a conversation’ between two dancing bodies.
Luca’s ability to integrate sound in his dance may contribute to the understanding of dancing
with less tangible elements beyond the dance space.
Sound
“You can let the music play your body, or you can let the vibration of the music dance your
body” (Luca). In CI we dance or “express ourselves” (David) rather without music or
accompanied by a group of musicians that improvise on the movement of the dancers and
vice versa. When we hear music our bodies relate to conditioned movement patterns and
feelings which makes it more difficult to improvise: “For example if you are listen to a
beautiful music that is very romantic, it brings your dance to be romantic. So it’s already
prevent, it is not improvised” (Luca). It is therefore that most respondents prefer when there
is silence, or when they can move on sounds, because often it is not totally silent: “there is
the sound of the breath, the sound of the feet on the dancefloor, here we are lucky we also
have the sound of wind, trees, the leaves, the animals” (Giulia). It is these sounds that make
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the surroundings of the dancer alive and part of the dance. For Luca the improvised music
and the sounds of the surroundings are vibrations that are similar stimuli for his dance as the
vibration from another person. As Luca is musician himself he can relate to the giving and
receiving stimuli through sound very well:
And I remember the last day I was playing and then a wind came. And I get with the
music in relation with the wind, pushing the music and the wind, and the wind and the
music were pushing the group in a dance like [whaaa], with a lot of fire. Everything,
sound coming from an instrument, or from someone else that is [whaaa], a breath,
everything comes in and moves the dance (Luca).
Atmosphere
The way Luca is sensing the space and digesting the vibration of the space was also what I
noted from the reflections of other dancers in slightly different ways. As Luca expressed the
ability to notice and play with the “dynamics” of the space, he also explained that it is possible
to sense and create a “good” atmosphere in the space we are dancing. “Atmosphere is the
result of a lot of small attention that you give, to dance, space, people, food and relations”
(Luca). For Gaby the atmosphere of the space quite so influences how she feels in that space.
She shared that perhaps when the space is taken care of she could more easily be at ease. As I
acknowledge that the perception of the space is personal, a “good” atmosphere is not easily
determined. What I want to bring across is that I generally found that the dancer’s experience
their body perceiving the space in different ways. A relation with the atmosphere, a more
subtle influence, expresses itself in the dancer’s ability to play with the space and to change it
for specific ends.
Imagination
I also found that dancers use their imagination in order to connect with themselves and the
space around them. I found that the imagination opens up a spectrum of possibilities, that
can bring the dancer into an embodied and/or a relational experience. For example, as I
explained earlier, an imagination of dancing bodies as an extension of the floor, can help the
dancer to move in a certain way, and to connect to other bodies in certain way, perhaps with
more consciousness and ease so that the dancers can respond more easily to each other. I
noticed that sometimes these imaginations are inspired by qualities of other animals than
humans or early human developing stages. For example, in order to embody the quality of
loose and relaxed movements some teachers in CI refer to the quality of a jellyfish. Or in
another example, an exercise done in trios, two dancers were the sea that were supporting
the movement of another dancer that was the fish. The image of the sea carrying the fish was
used to invite the dancers to play with sharing weight and finding momentum. It moreover
expresses how the bodies can potentially be attached to each other like the water enclosing
the fish. Hence, I recognize that the ability to use imagination is supporting the dancers in
finding a connection with the space and each other. For some dancers using their imagination
may make them more attentive. For example, one respondent shared that he sees every body
as “a different universe to explore”, after using this imagination myself I found that it
stimulated a curiosity to explore the connection with the other dancer (fieldnotes, July 15,
2021).
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Nature
While I was wondering how dancer’s experience their relation to the dance space, I was also
curious to ask about their relation with nature. I was curious to find out whether they have
felt inspired to dance in nature and how that experience was like. While most dancers said
that nature was not playing a big part in their practice, I found it worth to explore whether
their relation to nature in general was perhaps informed by their practice in CI. With nature I
mean human conserved natural areas such as forests or meadows, but also the influence
from the weather and the animals part of the terrain or local area. The lack of experience in
dancing in nature for most dancers left them with the imagination of how it could be like.
Some of them imagined it to be challenging to dance in nature for it would be very open and
perhaps feel less safe and more distracting. Others shared to be curious by the idea of
dancing outside and imagined it to feel more free. Gaby, one of the respondents that had
experience in dancing in nature explained how she would use her imagination to define her
dance space: “There I am also looking for a front and a back” (Gaby). She explained how she
was trained to dance with the sensations of being outside in nature by for example feeling the
wind or the texture of the grass under her bare feet. Gaby reflected that to her dancing in
nature is perhaps different from dancing in a studio because it brings her in “an experience”
or makes her “part of” the nature that she is dancing with.
One of the respondents gave me a glimpse of her relation to nature in her everyday life
experiences outside the dance practice. While I am not sure to what extend a dancer’s
relation with nature is influenced by their practice, the following findings need to be
interpreted with caution. I found worth noting how Giulia shared her connection to nature as
something she is “in negotiation with” and how her phrasing expresses her experience as a
relating to and with nature. She shared that nature was “calling” her when she was still living
in the city that “felt like a cage”. Yet, living in nature is also challenging her basic need to “feel
safe” and thus puts her in “negotiation with the weather”:
So every day when I am in the nature it is a negation between me and the weather,
the temperature, the… I love to stay here, I love to go exploring, but I am always, I
have the need to feel safe (Giulia).
As she shared how she is preparing for a walk in relation to the weather and the temperature,
she particular felt sensitive to too much wind and cold. Jumping back into the experience of
the camp, she realized that the wind there, which was with us all day long, was quite okey to
her. She moreover shared that the wind was something that she noticed while she was
dancing.
Here we are lucky we have also the sound of wind, trees, the leaves, the animals. So
we don’t need music, it is just something more, something beautiful no, because there
is a deep research of beauty I think also here (Giulia).
The wind, like other elements are stimuli that influence the practice, and give shape to the
dancers experience of the dance. It is something that the dancers are also connecting with
while they are practicing. I find it interesting to explore the role of such elements that I found
become more available in CI community places where the dance experience can be
influenced by the living around the dance space, mainly outside and close to nature. In the
following section I will explore how I perceived the Italy contact camp as a “hybrid” place
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where the integration of nature, communal spaces, and everyday activities beyond the
dancefloor could inform the practice, and the other way around, how the effect of the
practice can be taken “outside” the dance space.

The Italy contact camp as a hybrid place
In this final section I will exemplify how the setting of the contact camp in Italy gave a “hybrid”
experience of the dance space. I argue that living in a communal setting closely to nature
could inspire or influence the dance practice, and the other way around, the experience of the
dance practice could potentially continue or transpire into everyday life activities.
The Italy contact camp was situated on a farm called Reggioli that was fairly remote from
other villages. In the method section one can find a more detailed description of the location
of the camp. The farm was situated in a Mediterranean forest from where one could see a
beautiful panoramic view of a Tuscany hilly landscape. Sleeping, eating, dancing and other
activities were all mainly situated outside, which gave me the experience of living close to
nature. I found it interesting to notice how the setting gave way to a rather close connection
between the dance practice, the natural surroundings and our everyday activities. For
example, sometimes the weather could inspire or influence the practice or during an “all day
jam” activity, food was consumed around the dance space to support the continuity of
dancing on the main dancefloor all day long.

The “hybrid” studio in Reggioli – taken July 30, 2021 by Contact Camp Italy
Nature entering the dance space
As you can see in the picture, the dance studio in Reggioli has open sides, which made us
experience our practice rather outside than inside. During the day a part of the floor got
heated by the sun, there was a lot of wind, in the night one had to wear a sweater, and
especially during heavy storms we had to be careful with the technical infrastructure of the
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music installations and our personal belongings that could get wet on the outer edges of the
studio. The weather was coming in, so to say. Similarly animals were sometimes visiting our
practice. Once a dragonfly flew in the space, tipping the surface of the floor, as if it was trying
to catch something. While I observed the light reflecting by the floor, I thought that the
dragonfly was looking for food as if flying above a lake. Also the goats of the farm came for a
regular visit. Thus, there was a lot of input from “outside”, nature was very present. Not only
during our dance practices, for example sometimes during lunchtime at the farm further up
the hill we got visited by lots of bees.
Taking the jam into the everyday life
During one of the community gatherings I found that one dancer raised an interesting
remark: “The jam continues everywhere”, she said. I understood it as CI being practiced
outside the dance space. I decided to take this question with me in the interviews to find out
how and whether other dancers could reflect on experiences of “taking the jam into the
everyday”. I found that many dancers could:
We can take with us the presence that we have in the jam no. Like being conscious
with the body, while we dance, as well when we eat, or we, I don’t know, when we
have a swim in the lake (Giulia).
… a setting which allows us to continue to play like we are in a jam (Aden).
People may feel more comfortable to touch each other, or to lean more easily on
other bodies, the table, while finding a way for a place to sit (Luca).
Luca moreover shared that she brings her consciousness with her body also into settings and
activities beyond the dance space:
For example, you take your plate, you fill it, and then have to decide where to go,
where to sit. It is like in the jam, you enter and, okey, I meet someone, or I stay alone,
what I see, with the place, you can decide to sit close to a person that you don’t know,
or there is a friend and you go to the friend, or you stay alone because you want to eat
alone, or I stay alone and let’s see who comes, the same is on the dance floor (Luca).
Similarly, yet differently, one morning while cutting the fruits for the breakfast, one of the
dancers shared that there are wild boars in the area and that they can attack people if they
feel threatened (fieldnotes August 1, 2021). She said that when you are eye in eye with a wild
boar you can do a ‘small dance’ – this is an exercise from Steve Paxton in which you stand still,
and notice the small natural movements happening in your body. What she meant was; stay
quiet, don’t panic and keep breathing.
I think that all these examples can give an impression of how the practice is not limited to the
dance space and how its effects can continue beyond. This makes the dancer able to relate to
much more than the physical dance space. The movement of the dancer in and out of the
practice may leave traces in multiple areas as the dancer can be inspired and influenced in
everyday activities as well as on the dancefloor and everywhere in between. Even though the
spaces are physically distinguished some physical elements, ideas, imaginations and
sensations can be taken anywhere, making the overall setting a hybrid active place.
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Conclusion

I have come to understand that the practice is not limited to dancing with other dancers, but
that the dance is also influenced, inspired and connected by the surroundings: “we try to feel
everything, not only the people. The lines, the colours, the sensations” (Etienne). The dancers
are sensing their connection to the floor, the walls and other objects. In order to arrive in the
space, but also to find awareness in the body and sense the pull of gravity, which is an
important partner in the dance. At the same time there are other less tangible and less visible
elements that can influence a dancers’ experience. Some of these elements, that I perceive as
part of or inspired by the surroundings, are sounds, atmosphere, imagination and nature. I
have found how the mobility of the dancers, moving in and out the dance space, make the
surroundings a rather difficult and vague concept. A dancer can be in “negotiation with” the
weather, as well as “merging with” the space. Wherever the dancers are, they seem to
connect to what is there. Most interesting I found is how the dancers connect, and that any
stimuli can influence a dancers’ experience of feeling connected. At the same time any stimuli
can be used, or played with in order to find a sense of connection. I perceived the Italy
contact camp as a “hybrid” place where I observed the effect of the dance practice ripple out
in the communal setting that was mostly experienced outside and close to nature, and to
some extend also vice versa, where nature was closely experienced within the dance practice.
I conclude that a dancers’ relation to the surroundings is rather vast and spacious,
experienced by some dancers as being part of it themselves. In the following chapter I am
interested to explore how the practice could potentially influence a dancer’s presence and
way of relating in every day life situations beyond the dance space and dance community.
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Chapter 4
Integrating CI in everyday life

In the previous chapter I ended with explaining how CI practice can ripple out in everyday life
activities beyond the dancefloor in CI community spaces. In this chapter I intent to build
further on this idea by exploring how dancers may find themselves relating in everyday life
situations as they have learned during their CI practice. Rather than proving that CI may affect
the behaviour of the dancer in their everyday life, I would like to reveal certain correlations
that I perceive between a dancers’ way of relating on the dancefloor and a dancers’ way of
relating in everyday life situations. By providing the reader with some reflections of my own
and the dancers that I interviewed about the influence of CI practice on their everyday life I
intent to find answers to the to the following questions, that partly answer sub question 2 and
3:
How does a dancer apply CI practice in everyday life situations?
&
How does CI practice affect a dancers way of relating in everyday life situations?
I found that some dancers are conscious about various physical skills that they have learned in
CI and how these skills are also used in their everyday social interaction and professional
settings. For other dancers CI practice makes them reflect on everyday life situations in a
more metaphorical way – in the way characteristics of CI can suggests a comparison or
resemblance to everyday life situations. I end the chapter with a section about a discussion on
social inclusivity where I attempt to critically address how everyday life social interactions and
dominant social norms and values are also reproduced within CI settings. Living in CI-related
settings can on the one hand feel very free, while at the same time some dancers expressed
that they don’t feel included and that being at the camp felt not always “easy going”.
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Reflections of CI in everyday life situations
In this section I explain how the dancers reflect upon the relation between their CI practice and
everyday life situations. Most of them shared how the practice helps them to be conscious
about their body posture or other bodily sensations in for example social interactions or
professional settings. Others shared how some aspects of their CI practice reflect in a
metaphorical way certain habits or attitudes in their daily lives.
Tuning in with the body wherever you are
As I explained in the previous two chapters, during CI practice the dancers are mostly tuning
in with their body by opening or waking up the senses that help them to relate to the space
and to other dancers. I noticed that, by practicing CI over a longer period of time, it becomes
easier to return the body in a relaxed, yet aware state of consciousness, in a way that the
body remembers. Most respondents shared that the ability to tune into a moving and sensing
state of presence, a place where they “listen and be listened” (Giulia), is something that they
can also relate to in everyday life situations, for example in social interactions or in their
professional life.
Paul shared that the influence of the practice involves being conscious with his body. He
mentioned that he is aware of his sitting posture, as well as how he relates to his friends,
partner and family. In a practical way, when greeting a friend with a hug for example, he
shares that he can consciously play with certain skills learned in CI such as giving weight or
leaning on to each other. He makes notice how both respond to each other physically.
Similarly in a romp, he shared how he became more aware of how much weight he could
give:
Like when you are, I don’t know, wrestling with someone, than I’m also more aware of
that, do you plop down on someone or are you, just like you roll on the ground with
someone, or do you stay light, do you still have your own weight? Yes, that sort of
thing. (Paul)
For Paul integrating certain skills in everyday social interactions depends also on whether his
friends or family are familiar with or open to social conducts such as hugging or romping. I
came to understand that over time Paul consciously choose his friendships based on similar
social conducts partly supported by his practice in CI:
I also think that the friends with whom I also have a little more physical distance are
also my older longer friendships from eight, ten, twelve years ago, and that new
people that I add to my group of friends that I really do, I can also share this with
them, I have come to find that much more important than eight years ago, when I was
also super cognitive and rational and… Yes, when I seek out new people around me,
then that element is part of it, that the physical and the playful can have a place. So
yes, I think that's important. (Paul)
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Interestingly, I think, is how Paul perceives it as a kind of split between friends that “speak a
similar language” concerning the physical contact and intimacy connected to CI practice, and
people, some friends and his family, that do not share a similar experience related to CI, and
for whom CI practice remains a rather abstract idea. That Paul’s social network understands
what CI means to Paul in different ways is not bothering him. Worth noticing is how Paul pays
attention to his own bodily sensations and those of others in everyday social interactions, and
how this influences his relationship with them.
Besides an influence on the social network or interactions, I also found that CI practice can
partly influence a dancers attitude in professional settings. For example, Julian, one of the
respondents, shared that in his daily life he is working with clay building, and that during his
work he is conscious about how he is moving his body which he learned from CI and other
‘body work’ disciplines. Also Christina, nicely summarizes how she is reminded of her CI
practice while teaching at lower school. Her understanding of leading or following in the
dance, is translated in her ability to consciously lead or follow the atmosphere in the
classroom:
And then I have to think about, I notice that I can apply it in teaching, I teach at a
primary school. So that I, yes I sometimes, I do try to look at the atmosphere in the
classroom, and move with what's going on, or kids who have ideas and I think oh yeah
good idea let's do that, and that it goes like that. But sometimes I also feel like no, this
is becoming too structureless or something, or I just don't have the space to go along
with it, and then I kind of take the place again or something like; okay now I'll take the
lead and I take them along what needs to be done (Christina).
Besides consciously sensing the body and responding to physical needs, I also noticed how CI
practice can potentially enhance dancers’ ability to improvise. Luca shared how the training in
improvisation is making him able to respond to something improvised in his everyday life
without tension:
In contact improvisation you train yourself to not to react with tension to something
improvised, then you bring this also in your life, and everything is more relaxed, you
know, a part of you knows that anyway he can solve (Luca).
The above mentioned findings can be interpreted in many ways and I am aware that physical
tendencies in daily life are influenced by much more than CI practice. Also, for some dancers
it may be easier to relate to the above mentioned experiences than for others. Yet, I found
that most dancers, having different terms of experience in CI practice, could remember quite
specific personal experiences of CI influencing their daily lives.
Metaphorical life lessons: Letting go, staying and doing nothing, and unpredictability
I also found that some dancers reflected on the influence of the practice in a more
metaphorical sense – in the way characteristics of CI can suggests a comparison or
resemblance to everyday life situations . I found that besides a practical influence, their
experiences in CI practice gave them insights or realizations about their personal attitude in
certain situations in their everyday lives.
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Cocu shared that CI practice trains her to be open and to let go in her everyday life. she
explained how she is aware of making distinctions between the different dancers she can
dance with, but that by letting go of her desire to dance with a particular person, she opens
herself for dancing with someone that she may have not expected to share a nice dance with.
She is aware of this during the practice, and realizes that this could equally help her in
everyday life situations. I perceive it in that she is training her sense of trust:
I notice when I started contact improvisation that it has really helped me in my daily
life to simply let things go more often and let things come, instead of forcing things or
holding on too much to. Yes, it gives a certain flexibility in the head.
The biggest thing is actually letting go, and "go with the flow, it will come". And having
a little faith in what's to come. And that, if I just let it come it will be good, or cool, or
surprising (Cocu).
Cocu moreover explicitly shared that she would like to find out how she can integrate “this
way of being centred” into her everyday life.
And I am looking for a way how I can translate this being centeredness or take it with
me, or can practice it so that I can sort of reproduce it in daily life (Cocu).
I like to see these tools and insights as little “life lessons” regardless of the level of impact that
it has on the dancers. I am more interested in the correlations that I perceive in the form of
the practice and ways of relating of the dancers in their daily lives. As Cocu’s lesson is “to let
go”, I found that Etienne similarly, and yet in his own way, experienced how CI practice made
him able “to stay and do nothing”. The following quote I think reflects a rather effective
experience of Etienne in a practice working with silence:
…When I was with people in space jam, we was working with silence, body silence,
and it was very strong for me to... Okay, I am not obliged to fill the space every time,
to give information from me for the other every time, I can don’t move, don’t think,
don’t project, and stay. Until something will happen. And time after… this one was
more… in live with people, I am.. I make joke, and I realize I fill the space. When I am
with people then I think, “en trou”, all, nothing, I fill the space. Like in dance. you
understand? (Etienne)
I generally got the idea that CI practice, amongst other dance practices that Etienne is
involved in, such as BMC (Body Mind Centering), helped him to feel more at ease meeting
other people in his daily life because he learned to be more at ease with himself. Sometimes,
he shared, the effect of the practice was only remembered after a period of time, as an
“echo”, bringing him back to the practice and realizing the possible impact it had or could
have on his life.
For Gaby, the influence of CI practice sometimes reminds her about the experience of dealing
with unpredictability on the dancefloor as well as in her daily life. She nicely contrasts the two
phenomena by sharing the different experiences that she gains from it. The unpredictability in
her daily life, working as a freelancer, can at times feel threatening or scary, because it
involves her living circumstances: “if I don’t have an income, I cannot pay the rent anymore”
(Gaby). In CI practice she is able to experience unpredictability in a different way. For Gaby
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dancing with someone else all the time, or not knowing what the other dancer(s) will do,
makes her feel excited. The “not knowing” is experienced as something that feels fun and
playful, moreover because “it is agreed to be unpredictable within a certain framework”
(Gaby). The agreed framework can fulfil Gaby’s need to be safe and assures her that there is a
place in her life where unpredictability can be fun.
I can resonate with Gaby’s observations about unpredictability, as well as with Cocu’s
willingness to “let go”, and Etienne’s skill to “stay and do nothing”. I recognize myself in their
personal stories, yet I experience it in my own personal way. I interpret carefully that mostly
these lessons teach us something about shared human needs, such as safety, and the need to
be seen, heard or belong. For example, through CI practice I learn to share myself with others,
by daring to give my weight, by feeling my own presence on the dancefloor, and trusting that
this presence, “I”, am held by what is surrounding “me”. Hence, I acknowledge that the
influence of the practice on a dancers’ life may be experienced both directly, by applying
certain skills, or more indirectly, through a reflection on their life attitude and social
behaviour.
The following section covers data about a discussion on social inclusivity that not directly
answers the sub questions posed in the introduction of this chapter, yet critically
complements hitherto discussed data that mostly covered how CI settings come across as
inclusive and positively influence a dancers’ every day life.
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A critical note – “Are we really in a bubble?”
In this section I will share the output of a discussion on the CI camp in Italy that critically
addressed the social inclusivity in CI related settings such as the camp itself. I found that
gender, race and dance expertise were important subjects that raised the question of how safe
dancers feel in “CI bubbles”. As much as the previous chapters present a sense of care and
community feeling at CI related settings, this section attempts to acknowledges the complexity
around social inclusivity.
CI philosophy
It was late afternoon, just before dinner at the end of the jam that I started recording. The
first part of the recording I hear children’s’ voices, a person laughing, then it’s quiet for a
moment. In the distance I hear the crickets. Children laughing again, a deep sigh, and the
wind. I hear us dancing and imagine bodies sliding over the floor. After a few moments we
stop and we gather in a circle to discuss the texts that some dancers were reading out loud
during the jam from the book: “Questioning Contact Improvisation”. The book addresses
questions such as:
How does contact improvisation invite or allow a withdrawing from political
engovernment? A space of retreat and refuge. How does the notion of dancing as a
refuge privilege whiteness and middle class access? How do we negotiate CI hippy
tendencies and identities? (Jam recording)
The discussion raised many questions about CI philosophy and CI social conduct. The dancers
discussed how some CI places seem to portray an idealized “utopia” where dancers are free
and have a lot of privilege. One of the respondents said: “We are white, we’re middle class
and this is a fact that is not poor people here, not educated and so on… this is a hammer I
think, is really hard”. Another dancer brought in the idea of the CI camp being in “a bubble”
that is in contrast with “what is going on around us”, comparing it to an example of a movie
about a hippy island in the second world war. Interesting, I thought, was also another voice of
a dancer that shared that even being inside “the bubble” was not always experienced as “easy
flowing or a retreat”. She shared that being at the camp and learning CI practice brought a lot
of challenges such as being new to the practice and being confronted with the level of
experience in CI by other dancers. I think the discussion showed that some dancers feel
resistance with the idea of an image of a safe environment that is lived in “CI-bubbles”. Even
though some dancers acknowledged the idea that the CI practice may teach the dancers tools
to face problems “outside”, such as listening and improving, I also noted that the discussion
raised a critical point about the reproduction of dominant norms and values that reproduce
structural oppression, both within CI related settings as well as “outside” in everyday life
situations:
…there are structural oppressions which exists and in the moment that they are not,
they are not named and entitled and here we reproduce the same mechanism that
happens outside and that normalizes them… (Jam recoding)
I understood that some dancers were not feeling accepted in their way of understanding and
giving expression to their way of relating. Another dancer shared that it is important to
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acknowledge the limitations of a belief that everything is “simple and inclusive” in CI related
settings, while in reality “we all bring our resistances”, she says. Talking about these issues
and facing them together felt like a release for one dancer. For example, calling or naming
what feels uncomfortable or what is oppressed, was discussed as an act that could stop
normalizing “tendencies of pretending that everything is fine”.
“I don’t feel included”
The jam and the follow up discussion was a continuation of a discussion earlier that camp. A
week before, a dancer shared that she was not feeling that she was included, for her identity
as gay was not mentioned:
It was interesting, because at the meeting, we realized that, for us, it was obvious to
be inclusive. But for example, she said, she said I don't feel it was very strong, because
she said, she said I am gay. And I, I feel that something is not said about that. We don't
mention this. (Jam Recording)
The issue, as I understood it, is that the everyday social conduct in CI related settings is not
acknowledging LGBT identities, or at least not enough. The assumption that most people are
hetero, male or female was felt by some of the participants, which may cause that some
people did not feel accepted as they are. I wonder how a dancers gendered preference or
identity when not “named” or “included” can influence their relation with the groups social
culture. By talking about it and bringing such issues and experiences of dancers to the surface
could raise awareness on the oppressive power of normative gendered identities and
preferences. While the above quote were words that were recalled by another dancer, who
identified with ‘she’ pronoun shows that the CI camp can be a place where these issues can
be faced, perhaps eventually leading to transformative acts that ‘crack fissures’ in the power
of dominant social norms and values. A more practical approach, that another dancer brought
in on making gender identities more visible, is to share a round of pronouns:
I have a very easy suggestion that I would always love as a queer person if I come to a
space and I feel like we need to just have like a round of pronouns, which is to me very
normal, like which means you introduce yourself and say like hey I'm this and that and
I use he/his or she/her or they/them pronouns because this is something else that you
mentioned, which is invisible that there is not only male and female, there I can many
other genders. And so people assume upon seeing you that you're this or that gender,
but it might not be true. (Jam recording)
They (read as pronoun) continued that a round of pronouns is a very specific practice that is
easy to do and can actually “include most people and raise sensibility for gender”. The
recurring social oppression of many gender identities I think is an issue which everyone is
responsible for since the struggle does not only belong to those who suffer. Then, how can a
CI communal setting give enough tools to “play” with these issues and what is needed to do
so? The discussion ended with the question “does everybody feel safe here?” which I think is
an important need in order to create an atmosphere where social issues can be
fundamentally addressed.
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Conclusion

In this chapter I have explored how dancers apply CI practice in their everyday life situations,
as well as, how CI practice can affect a dancers way of relating in everyday life situations. I
concluded that most dancers came with very personalized experiences that show how their
daily life can be inspired by their CI practice. For some the effect of the practice was very
practical, such as noticing their body posture in their professional life. For another dancer CI
practice made him aware about his social network and how he relates differently to people
that are familiar to CI related practices and those who he thought were not. Interesting, I
found, was also the way dancers reflect upon everyday life situations by referring to their CI
practice in a metaphorical way. I thought that these examples resemble little life lessons that
can have a more general effect on a dancers personal life attitude in certain situations. Also,
the repercussions of social inclusivity that I think are inevitable in a person’s everyday
experience was addressed at the CI camp in a discussion that was followed up by a jam. The
talk revealed that some CI communal spaces may seem inclusive and provide a space where
everyone feels free and privileged. Yet, the different voices in the discussion critically
addressed this idea, for example some of them expressed to struggle with feeling invisible in
their gendered identity or preference. I asked myself how the invisibility of certain identities
may influence a dancers’ experience in relating to other people and their surroundings which
I found difficult to answer. I have too little information from the experience of those that
expressed to feel excluded, thus I think further research is needed. Nevertheless, witnessing
the discussion made me realize that there was a place at the camp where these issues could
be addressed. Finally, naming, calling and facing these issues collectively was perhaps a first
step towards a more inclusive dance community that acknowledges the presence of multiple
identities.
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Discussion
A conversation with Nita Little, Daniel Lepkoff, Judith Butler and Karen Barad

Introduction
When we dance, move and explore we engage with multiple senses and attend to and with
the body (Potter, 2008). Perhaps an understanding of who we think we are can emerge from
improvising with movement and sensing us in touch and physical proximity. Yet who is we and
how does it make, change, maintain who I am? In this thesis project I have investigated how
CI can serve as a tool to develop a relational understanding in which the ‘Self’ is emerging and
becoming with the ‘Other’ (Heil, 2019).
In the discussion I explore the relevance of this thesis project for the current academic debate
about subjectivity as a relational process and the contribution of CI as a tool to experience
subjectivity as such. I furthermore discuss how the findings of this thesis project and previous
studies, those of Nita Little, Daniel Lepkoff, Judith Butler and Karen Barad, help to understand
how CI invites intra-active acts of relating that inform a sense of self in continuous physical
inquiry - an emerging and becoming with the other.

Interweaving the main findings with the literature and theoretical framework
Through ethnographic and embodied inquiry in several CI settings I found, in line with Daniel
Lepkoffs observations, how various movement techniques engage dancers in a “sensorial
dialogue” with themselves, each other and their surroundings (Lepkoff, 2008: np). The
physical touch, leaning into each other’s body weight and sometimes acrobatic movements
are not only used for choreographic ends, but are also ways through which the dancers relate
to one another. For example some dancers expressed that through touch one comes to
understand their dance partner in another way than through words. It was experienced as
very direct, truthful and close to the other. Another example is how the gained balance in
giving and receiving weight can give a sense of “trust” or “click” or feeling of “surrendering
completely” to your dance partner and in that way potentially strengthen the felt connection.
Performativity
With the repetition of leaning into each other’s body, sensing each other mainly through
touching, a “cultural play” is acted that enacts and re-enacts physical and social ways of
relating (Butler, 2017: 531). Constituted in time, this research shows that a dancer becomes
subjectively related with their dance partner through engaging with the mechanics of the
bodies involved. I found that the dancers act through a combination of initiating, responding,
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sensing and pausing with various movement techniques, all successively and momentarily:
“Two individuated actions become a single coordinated action, and then return again to two
actions” (Little, 2014: 249). In line with Butler’s theory of performativity and Little observation
of single and coordinated actions I recognise that the dancers’ combined movements
(repetitive acts) thus create a performance of a subjectively related sense of self through
which the individual (the personal) and a sense of us (interaction) fluctuate.
The combined efforts, however, raised not only a single shared experience, but was by most
dancers also experienced in a very personal way, which made every dance a different social
relation: “Every dance is different, every people is different, every moment is different”. I
found that the combined efforts raised affectivity between the dancers which was overall
seen as part of the dance and expressed in various ways. A sense of playfulness, care and
confrontation with the personal are some of the findings that indicate a social relating. For
example a sense of playfulness can make the dance less serious and be a doorway for people
new to the practice. A sense of care was expressed as a general attentiveness to each other’s
wellbeing while dancing as well as to the other bodies part of the dance space: “We are all
together, we don’t dance, we share a room together”. A confrontation with the personal was
something I found that most dancers shared was part of their dance. For example the touch
could activate the emotional body, or feelings of insecurity would bring dancers in a
judgmental state about themselves, the other or the dance. This research shows that the
combined physical movements could raise ideas about a dancers sense of self and make them
aware of how their sense of self can be affected and perhaps change. Mainly within the
dance, but also in mundane activities dancers could feel the effect of the dance on their sense
of self.
Power of observation
“Using my own powers of observation I can shift my perspective, have new perceptions and
free myself from my own conventional/habitual way of seeing” (Lepkoff, 2008: np). Most
dancers expressed that through observation of personal confrontations rather than
identifying with it, they could stay present in the dance and stay in relation with the given
situation. In line with Daniel Lepkoff’s statement, the power of observation was found in my
results, as well as how it could free some dancers from conventional ideas about themselves
and the other. A sense of playfulness, and also other ways of relating, such as reflective talks
about the dance were equally supporting a dancers awareness about their
“conventional/habitual way of seeing” (Lepkoff, 2008: np). For example, one of the dancers
shared that an ‘agreed’ space to play and explore made her relate to something that is
unpredictable in a different way than unpredictability in her everyday life. Unpredictability as
a freelancer could at times feel threatening because of irregular work availability, whereas the
unknown of improvisation felt rather exciting, fun and playful. Whether it changes her
perception on unpredictability in her everyday life is not clear, yet CI gives her a space to
explore relating to unpredictability differently.
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While the dancers engage with every dance personally, interestingly was that at the same
time the focus on the mechanics of each other’s bodies made the dancers attend less to
socially constructed identities:
In a very defined field you are a dancer and a body with a certain character of course,
and not all that other stuff, not work, family, and that always fascinates me very much.
The dancers practice to listen with the body and to open up to a state of being that is aware
and attentive of each other’s presence. In this way the dancers become able to respond with
various movement techniques to something that is improvised; “the state of mind of
improvisation, how I solve with my body”, rather than to someone that they know. Some
dancers shared that it is easier to relate, play and act with the other when you don’t identify
them as a person, but rather as another being. The “dropping of the social thinking” helps the
dancers to go into “movement spontaneity”, from where making meaning with each other
from socially constructed individuality becomes less of a starting point when meeting the
other.
An expanded sense of Self
This idea of “dropping the social thinking” is in line with Nita little’s argument in that
becoming skilful in somatic communication can invite a differently related sense of self and
put questions on the boundaries of identity. Little describes that when she dances she locates
her sense of self within her sensing that then becomes expansive, consistent with spatial
inquiry and inclusive of one another (Little, 2018). In a similar way I found dancers expressing
that they “listen with the body”, expand their sense of self by trying “to feel everything, not
only the people, but also the colours, the lines, the sensations”. Another dancer shared how
he is “receiving stimuli” and “digesting, adapting, trying to solve” this stimuli that he receives.
Stimuli are sounds, light, other beings, wind, as well as “the density of the space”. Thus in a
very practical sense the dancers are engaged in continuous physical inquiry by moving and
sensing beyond constituted boundaries of the self.
As Little locates her sense of self within her sensing, traditional Western conceptions of the
body and identity that make the body appear as standing on its own and independent from its
surroundings becomes a rather flawed assumption (Manning, 2007). According to Little
(2018), artistic practices such as CI can change the sense of self through a rethinking of social
hierarchical notions of differences that individualize and subject the body in systemic ways. I
think Heil adds to that by stating the following:
Whenever human bodies come into contact, vulnerabilities materialize, the meaning
and matter of touch unfold on the individual, cultural, and political level, and dancers
have to weigh the costs of contact, determine the limits of comfort, and negotiate
with themselves whether and how far they can or want to transgress their individual
or their culture’s limits (Heil, 2019: 494).
I think both Little and Heil suggest that there is a fine line between an already negotiated
sense of self, and the fragility of the actual constitution of it. Also Butler (2017) argues that
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there is a possibility of transforming acts of identity within their “arbitrary relation” (520).
Through the experience of CI I found how moving in contact can affect an appearing
individual’s state of being and make explicit how it is in inherent dialogue with the other
through questioning, observing and feeling what this state is like and how it can become. For
example, one of the dancers shared how she was able to observe feelings of insecurity that
came up during the dance: “To observe myself in the situation, and understand, how, what I
allow me to do, what not, why…” The direct confrontation with the physicality of the bodies
involved and their negotiated touching makes the dancers able to respond to a confrontation
as such. Then there is the potential to continue the inquiry, as the dancer nicely made explicit:
“I check my body, okey, maybe I can stop, maybe I can watch, maybe I can interrupt this no. it
is a practice, you try, you try one, the other. It is interesting to stay”. I think that this example
resonates with Heils’ observation in how “dancers have to way the costs of contact” and
“determine the limits of comfort” (Heil, 2019).
I contend with Little (2014: 247) that CI has the potential to “change the sense of self that
dancers have”, yet that this is expressed through a continuous inquiry with a constituted
sense of self that becomes rather fluid, in motion and confronted with its fragile/negotiable
character. Moreover, the doing of one’s self, one’s identity, is never an individual matter
according to Butler (2017), therefore a different sort of repeating of acts are (re)-enacted
within the interaction with the other. I found that the other is more than the dancers (the
human other), the dancers were also relating to the space which was expressed through the
imagination to think and feel the body as an extension of the floor, as well as the walls or
other objects/beings in or beyond the dance studio that can become part of the dance. This
makes looking at subjectivity as a relational process focus on the relational activity rather than
on the substances (Braidotti, 2006). In this way the dancers are in touch with each other, but
also the space and other non-human elements: “So it looks like I am moving alone, but it’s,
I’m not moving alone, I’m moving with the sound with the space that I trained to touch”.
Further investigating the rather fluid, in motion and expanded sense of self with the focus on
the relational activity could help to grasp this process in a more imaginatively and tangible
way.
Intra-action
The physical and sensorial dialogue that the dancers engage in thus means relating to human
and non-human forms that are distinguished in and of themselves, yet related to in a similar
way. It is this relational aspect that does away with the distinction between different forms.
As Barad argues, ontologically speaking there is no “independent, self-contained existence”
(Barad, 2007: ix quoted in Heil, 2019: 488). Intra-activity is relational in the sense that
different entities commune with one another, yet it is their communion that makes who they
are. Within CI intra-activity as a sense of self that is always in relation and changing is made
visible and tangible through attention training in movement and touch (Little, 2014). The
dancing bodies are emerging through and as part of an entangled intra-relating with
continuously inquiring the other. Then what is the other? And how is the other different from
me? It is not only human, as one of the dancers shared how he is moving with the sound and
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space that he trained to touch. I interpret that the other becomes an open state where both a
substantial you and me are available. Which means that a we becomes available to commune
and interact. This we, which is intra-activity then becomes acting in response to what is. And
so this may be a way to understand what subjectivity in a relational process is. Yet
momentarily, subjectively speaking the physical inquiry is not to be captured, it is always
becoming.

Conclusion
Finally I interpret from my results and the discussed theory that the doing of one’s body in
dancing can contribute to understanding the experience of how subject forming is a relational
activity, and with that disrupts a “compelling illusion” of individual existence, of a sense of Self
that is independent from its environment. Power of observation and playfulness are just some
of the ways that the dancers engage with in order to become aware of a constituted sense of
self that is in inherent dialogue with the other.
I mostly contend with the hitherto research and observations of Barad, Butler, Lepkoff and
Little, by acknowledging with them that a sense of self is questioned as well as elaborated
upon through continuous inquiry of the physical and felt bodily experience through which the
dancers commune. An open state of being makes the dancers readily available to respond to
each other’s presence, and to relate to the mechanics of each other’s bodies. However, the
psychological relation, which is not the main focus in CI, is less openly discussed in literature,
and yet I found that most dancers shared that this was quite present in their dancing and the
communion with the other. I therefore conclude that a constituted sense of self can be reenacted through the physical interactive practices in CI as well as the momentarily
observations of personal confrontations. As Butler (2017) argues, the possibility of
transformation is to be found in the possibility of a different sort of repeating, with social and
physical acts performed in CI that invite a sense of self that is expansive and inclusive of one
another.
Finally, with the above discussed, I hope to have made Barad’s theorization on intra-activity a
little bit more tangible, perhaps comprehensible. Physical inquiry as acted upon in CI may help
to further comprehend her theorization, not only as a theory, but as something experienced
physically within the practice of CI. I recommend that further research should go hand in hand
with movement practice (CI as well as other forms of dancing) in order to support knowledge
gathering from ‘lived’ experiences. Moreover, the relevance of this thesis project could be
further investigated beyond the practice of CI since intra-active ways of relating were also
experienced beyond the dance, in the mundane activities. Imagining how physical inquiry and
sensitive aware states of being could sustain spaces where vulnerabilities are shared and
where there is no superior/inferior ‘other’ (Brach, 2019). Moving towards intra-active
understandings could develop a sense of self emerging and becoming with the other (Heil,
2019).
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Conclusion
The original aim of this thesis project was to investigate new ways of social and physical
relating in order to question individual subject forming as well as to contribute to studies
drawing knowledge from embodied experiences as a case for development studies. Within
dance, subjectivity as a process of being understands the self, the body and social interaction
as interrelated. To such an extent that distinctions between them are rather fluid, permeable
and always shifting. Studies on dance and subjectivity can therefore help to investigate
subjectivity as a relational process rather than an individual matter (Birginshaw, 2001;
McCormack, 2008; Waskul & Vaninni, 2006). Understanding and experiencing subjectivity as a
relational process matters not only in artistic practices such as dance, but could play a pivotal
role in unpacking static representations of the body and identity (Cooper Albright, 2010;
Little, 2018). In the field of international development studies embodied research is poorly
represented, yet the felt-sense experience and unnegotiated vulnerabilities between social
differences materializes whenever human bodies come into contact (Heil, 2019).
In this thesis project I have investigated how subjectivity as relational process is experienced
within the practice of CI – a form of dance that was developed in the US in the 1970s and
expresses an interplay between two or more dancers that are always sharing a point of
contact (physically, but also non-physically) (Barrero González, 2019). With the help of
theories on subjectivity and dance, Karen Barad’s intra-action theorization, Judith Butler’s
theory on performativity and research of several CI dance scholars, I formulated some
research questions that I carried in the back of my mind when participating at two CI cocreated gatherings (contact camps), one in the Netherlands and one in Italy. With my own
background in CI I felt a member of those I studied with which gave me the proficiency in
understanding their felt and embodied experiences in CI practice as well as the possibility to
reflect upon my own. A “deep hanging out” in the mundane activities at the camps as well as
nine semi-structured interviews were equally supporting the data analysed for this thesis
project (Geertz, 1998 quoted in Culhane & Elliot, 2016: 4).
The main research question investigated was: How does CI serve as a tool to develop oneself
in relation to human and non-human others? (RQ) I anticipated that CI practice could invite a
sense of self implicit in a physical as well as social setting by the way CI practice emphasizes
the training of reflexes, innate, physical intelligence and opening of the senses to gather
information directly form the environment (Sarco-Thomas, 2014).
With the help of the first sub question: What senses, gestures and movement aspects are
used in CI? (SQ: 1), I found how the various movement techniques and emphasize on different
senses such as touch and peripheric view are not only used for choreographic ends, but also
bring the dancers in relation with one another. From soft touching to a leaning into each
other’s body weight, the dancers learn to attend to the mechanics of their own and each
other’s bodies in order to apply (sometimes acrobatic) movements that shape the dance.
These movements are ways to communicate in a very direct way. For example, finding
momentum together, leaning into each other’s body weight, can be a way to cultivate a sense
of trust to further explore combined movements.
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The experience of somatic communication and the value of relating to one another as such
was further explored with the following two sub questions: How does a CI dancer experience
moving through space, encountering human and non-human others through physical and nonphysical contact? (SQ: 2) and, In what ways do CI dancers use their senses, gestures and
movement aspects to get into contact/connect/relate with human and non-human others?
(SQ:3) The results of this thesis project show that the dancers mainly focus on the physicality
of feeling the other by engaging in a continuous physical and sensorial dialogue. With
consciously attending to the mechanics of the body, the dancers expressed to get to know
their dance partner(s) as merely a body, with a certain identity, yet the latter was generally
less focused on. A constitution of a self-contained individual existence seems to fade to the
background which opens up a different way of relating to and with the other – one that is
sensitive, exploratory and sometimes playful.
Furthermore, this way of relating is also applied to the space; the floor, walls, objects in the
space and non-human elements from outside the dance studio that simultaneously serve as
an inspiration for the dance. Learning to expand the sense of self as such makes the dancers
able to attend to an open state of being through which they learn “the state of mind of
improvisation” and know how to “solve with the body” – become readily available to respond
to each other and non-human elements.
At the same time, the results also showed that, even though the dancers shared that they
often disidentify the body as a person, the physical interaction was experienced as personally
engaging - every dance is differently related to and leaves the dancers with different affective
experiences. In general this was seen as part of the dance, and for some dancers observing
their own feelings, thoughts and habits could raise awareness about a constituted sense of
self. In this regard, I conclude that a combination between “the power of observation”, as
Daniel Lepkoff puts it (Lepkoff, 2008: np), together with the repetitive movement acts used in
CI, as well as a personal interaction, could potentially affect a dancers’ sense of self.
Finally, to investigate how CI can serve as a tool to develop oneself in relation to human and
non-human others this thesis project attempted to capture experiences of subjectivity
emerging from a relational process – from within the interaction between the dancers and
their environment. Embodied practices such as CI could raise awareness on how subjectivity is
co-created and deviate from the understanding of a body standing on its own, independent
from its environment (Manning, 2007). Taking embodied knowledge into the international
development discipline is something quite new, yet research as such can contribute in further
decentralizing the human being from its powerful location over those that are considered as
non-human, decentralize knowledge gathering through mainly cognitive intelligence, and
question the illusion of independent selves and the making of hierarchical notions of
differences.
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